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CHAPTEli I 
INTRODUCTION 
The problems of interpreting ~ ~ 2! ~ .3_0.r_ew. cluster 
principally around the ,nuch-disputed role of the sensitive young 
governess who narrt:tes the story. The dominant Fine Central 
Consciousness in the story, she is the principal narr'ator of the 
three first-person narrators introduced to the reader. The first 
narrator is tho anonymous individual, perhaps Henry James him-
self, who begins by reoallinG, "The stOl"Y had held us, round 
the fire, • •• ft and then introduces a gentleman named Douglas, 
who promises to tell a ghost story with a special "tt.:lrn of the 
sorew. til Douglas, in turn, introduces tho nlanuscript of an un-
named governess to the group and provides an elaborate test1-
monial to her Z:ood oharacter. She is the dau[3;hter of a POOl" 
oountry parson, "the most a,=,reeable woman I' va ever known in 
her position; she'd have been 'Worthy of any whatever."Z In 
answer to an advel"tisoment she comes up to London, and is of-
lThe Novels and 'rules of Henr~ Jaru0s (New York, 1907-17), 
XII, 14?; t48. Arr-quotatlons oramests fiction will be taken 
from this edition, to be designated simply as Novels. 
Z ~., 149. 
1 
2 
fered a. job by a handsome, rich bachelor who wants a governess 
for his orphaned niece and nophew. The conditions attached to 
the position are that she is to take oomplete responsibility, 
and novel" bothor the guardian about the children. She accepts; 
it is ad;cli tted that she ha.s fallen in love 'ltvi th hor e:aployer. 
At this point in tho narration, Douglas begins to read the manu-
soript and the principal narrator, the govorness, begins to tell 
her own story in the first person. Douglas and the anonymous 
individual never return again. 
The governess, then, relates her arrival at the beautiful 
oountry house in Bly II where l?lora, the li ttle girl, had been 
left with the Simple housekeeper, Mrs. Grose, and aome servants. 
Presently, she loarns that ~,ales, Flora f a delightfully mannered 
brother, has been expelled from his school and is at that momont 
on his way homo. No reason is given for the dismissal. There 
are a few references, suffioiently ~1Ysterious, to the death of 
the former governess, and to someone as yet unidentified who 
"liked th.ern young and pretty .. ") 
Yet, the children seem so very innocent and charming. 
After a short time, the governoss comos to think all that is 
needed to complete her happiness 1s the presence of their [;,"Uard-
ian, approving her endeavors for thom, when suddenly she meets 
3 
her first apparition. She comas out in sight of the house and 
sees on top of one of the two towers at Bly the figure of a man, 
remote and somehow disquieting. It is a stranger. Again, late 
on a rainy Sunday, he appears at the outside of a Bround floor 
window. She sees him at closeI' runge and more clearly. She 
later describes the man to NIl'S. Grose, who irmnediately identi-
fies him: Peter Quint. The sentence drops, "He died. tI u'Died?' 
I almost shrieked," the governess writes. Quint, says Ure. 
Grose, was fttoo free n with Miles, a.nd tttoo .free" with everyone.4 
The governess believes that 'I..uint has come back to haunt the 
children and that it is her duty to protect them. "We wel'e cut 
oft, really, together; we were united in our danger. They had 
nothing but ne, and I--"e11, I had them.":;; 
-
Soon afterwards the governess 1s sitting by t he side of 
a lal1':e, and :F'lol'2. is playinc; near her. She gradually becomes 
aware of the presence ot a third person on the other side of 
the lake, whom she conoludes to be her predeoessor. Mrs. Grose 
later cO~lf:i.rms that this russ Jessel was "infamous," and re-
t. 
veals that she had an affair with Quint.\) Then it is slowly 
pried from !Jrs. Grose. \vith frightful implications of ~vil, 
that the children knew of and connived at the affair botween 
4Ib1d• , 
-
192, 195-196. 
5Ibid. , 
-
199-
, 
°Ibid. , 206. 
-
Quint and Miss Jessel, and had been in some way corrupted by 
them. There had been a period ot: several months, says Ml.'ts. 
Grose, when the children and the man and woman "had been about 
together quite as it: quint were his tutor--and a very grand 
one--and Miss Jessel only for the little lady. Vfuen he had 
gone off with the fellow, I mean, and spent hours with him,,,7 
The governess soon comes to believe that :Ules and Flora know 
their dead friends are haunting Bly. 
The apparitions now begin to appear at night, and the 
governess becomes oonvinced that the children get up to meet 
them, though the children are able to give fairly plausible 
explanations of their own behavior. The purpose of the demons 
shortly comes home to the governess with unanswerable convio-
tion: "Theytre not ;:tino--theytre not ours," she tells Mrs. 
4 
Grose about Miles and Flora, "they're his and theY're hersl ~ •• 
Quint's and that woman's. They want to get to them. • •• For 
the love o£ all the evil that, in those dreadful days, the pair 
put into them. And to ply them with that evil still, to keep 
up the work of demons, is what brings the others baok. ,,8 She 
finally agrees to write to the master, but no sooner has she 
sat down to the paper than she gets up and ,30e8 to the boy's 
7Ibid., 213. 
-8 ~ .. , 237. 
bedroom, where she finds him lying awake. When he demands to 
go back to school, she embraces him and bee:s him to tell her 
why he was sent awa;y·. 'llher€: is a sudden gust of wind pas.t her, 
the casement rattles, the boy shrieks. She has been kneeling 
beside the bed. When she cats up, she finds the oandle extin-
guished. "It was I who blew it, dearl" says Miles. For her, 
it has been the evil spirit disputing her domlnation. 9 
The next day Flora. disappears, and the governess and Mrs. 
Grose find her beside the lake. The governess now for the first 
time speaks openly to one of the children about the ghosts: 
'tWhere, m:y pet, 1s 1,11ss Jessel?" The dead governess appears, 
dreadfully, acros. the lake. "She was there, so r was justi-
fied; she was there, so I was neither cruel nor mad," the gover-
ness tells herself. IO But Mrs. Grose does not see the appari-
tion, and Flora denies that she sees it, turning in a violent 
reaction of hatred against tho living governess. The little 
girl oontinues in this state, beco.m.es feverish, begs to be taken 
away trom the governess, and is sent up to tondon with l,ws. 
Grose. 
Miles and the governess are left alone to[ether. A soene 
of rapidly intensified horror ensues. Miles confesses frankly 
9~., 267. 
10 8 ~., 27 • 
6 
that; he is the one who stole her letter from the hall tabla the 
previous day. This is the moment of the governess' victory, 
when !Ules t s soul is purged by oonfession. ;~uint appears at 
the \'V1ndow threateningly, but Miles does not see him. She pres-
ses him to tell her why he was expelled from school. He "said 
things" to a few whom he liked, and they must have repeated 
them Uto those they likedl U The governess ponders his words. 
"No [aore, no more, no more 1" she shrieks to the appari tion. 
"Is she here?" demands the boy in panic. No, it is not the 
-
woman, ahe says. "It's he?" She draft him on, a.sking whom he 
-
mea.ns. "Peter Quint--you devill" he screams. ItWhere?1I he asks. 
't1JJhat does he mutter now, rrrtr own?" she cries. "What will he 
ever matter? I have you, but he has lost you forever!" The 
- -
figure has vanished: "There, therein ahe says, pointing towards 
the window. Miles looks and gives a ory, and the governess 
realizes he has died in her arms. ll 
What, the reader will wonder, is the cause of IUles I a 
death? In the brief summary of the plot just given, deliberate 
care has been exercised both to direct the reader's attention 
to Douglas' remarks in the storyts prologue--data often over-
looked by oritics in their interpretation of the plot--and to 
hint at the ambiguities and indirect tecrUlique of James's orig-
llIb1d., 307, 308, 309. 
-
7 
inal story. Tha~e is considerable ambiguity, espeoially, about 
the causes or r,Ules' s death. The position of the governess in 
the story is the cause or these dit'ficulties to the reader. She 
is the one who uarrates, who sees, who feels, who disbelieves, 
who intuits so agilely the most hidden of motives and aots with 
the most remarkable certitude. The reader adopts her mind, is 
wholely dependent on her, utterly at her meroy; he feels her 
horror, her suspicion and mystification, he acoepts her reactions 
to the r~ipping situations she enoounters--oven though he 801-
dom, if ever, disoovers objeotive evidenoe for her reactions. 
For ex.ample, on the second oocasion when the governess sees 
Quint, she does not yet know that it is Q,ulnt, or that he is a 
~ftost: "Something, however, llaopened this time that had not hap. 
pened before; his stare into .my faoe, through the glass and 
aoross the room was as deep and hard as then, but it quitted 
me for a moment during whioh I oould still watoh it, see it fix. 
suocessively several other things. On the spot there oame to 
me the added shook of a certitude thut it was not for me he had 
oome. He had oome for some one e18e.,,12 
What would seem to be at least a merc assu;:1ption beoomes 
"certi tude," or her later "kn.owledc;e in tho midst of dread. If 
And the reader aots with the governess on this 'tcarti tude. \I 
12Ibid., 184. 
-
A similar, an almost clairvoyant awareness is evident in the 
;~;OVo!"ness a.t hel'" first meeting with the ghost of :Uss Jessel. 
The narrator had been sitting dOWl'l with a piece of sewing on 
a. stono bench baside the pond and "in this position I bogan 
to take in with certitude and yet without di:I'ect vision the 
presenoe, a good way off, of a third person. • • • There was 
no ambiguity in anythinG; none whatever at; least in the con-
viction I fro]). one monlont to 8.J."1othel" found myself f'or:;ling as 
to what I should see straight before me and across the lake 
as a consequence of raisinc my eyes."l) 
:loreover, the governess' mind is intensely alert, active. 
In her many dialOGues with 1>:trs. Gl"ose, she anticipates and 
8 
:rlits about with such agility that the reader must trust that 
each party correctly interprets the implications, tho omissiona, 
the nimble logic in the otht'n'", a words. The govex-ness, for 
example, questions Mrs. Grose about the possible reasons for 
Miles's unexplained dismissal from school: 
t I take what you said to roo at noon as a declaration that 
you've never known him to be bad.' 
She threw baole her head; sho had clearly by this 
time, and very honestly, adopted an attitude. tOh never 
Imown hilll--I don t t pretend thatt t 
I was upset again. tT'fiiil"you ~ known him-.'? t 
'Yes indeed, :Mis8, thank Godt t 
On ref'lexion I accepted this. 'You mean that a boy 
who never 1s--1' 
'Is no boy for mel' 
-
l3Ibid., 201. 
-
like them with the spirit 
pace with hoI' answor~ 1S0 
'But not to the degree to 
I held her tl~hter. 'You 
to be na.ughty?' T.hen, lreeping 
do II' I· eagerly brou€:"ht out. 
contaminato--' 
'To contam1nate?'--my big word_~ert her at a 
I explained it. 'To corrupt.tL4 
loss. 
9 
Thus, the reader wonders what objective evidence could move tbe 
governess through this appalling deolension: "be bad. II "be naugh-
ty,lf "contallinate. If "corrupt. n Have her suspicions about the 
boy's corruption any roundation? Furthermore, are the ghosts 
themselves in !h! ~ 2f ~ Screw reul ghosts, or are they 
but hallucinations of the governess? Does little rUles fina.lly 
die wern out by the ~ strur,gle between good::1nd evil, or dees 
the governess friGhten him to death? 
'rhe tra.ditional interpretation or The Turn €If tho Screw 
--..... ...........- - -...-.- .;;.,;;;,;;,..;;,.,;,;. 
has held that the dead servants, in a dreadful conspiracy of 
evil, actually returned to haunt the children; the more recent 
hallucination theory believes that the governess I sexually 
frustrated mi.nd generated the ghosts and the atmosphere of cor-
ruptlon surrounding the innocent children. 
The hallucination theory did not f~;ain prominence until 
its public expression by Edna Kenton in 1924. Pointing out 
the nalvet6 €If p~evious readers, oaught, as ahe puts it, in 
.. 
James's trap for the unwary, she unearthed a second set of 
horrors under those on the surface. "There are traps and lures 
10 
in plenty, but just a little wariness will suffice to disprove, 
with a. single survey of the ground, the traditional, we might 
almost call it lazy version ot this tale. tf Miss Kenton's ar-
gument is that it is the governess, "it is she--a.lways she her ... 
self--who sees the l~king shapes and heralds them to her lit-
tle world. " ... So she .made the shades of her l'>ecurring fevers 
dummy figures for the delirious terrifying of others, patheti-
cally trying to harmonize her own disharnlOnies by creating 
disoords outside her8el£.,,15 Miss Kenton cites almost no evi-
dence from the story itself to sustain her interpretation ex-
cept this fact of the governess' being sole narrator, she does 
not elaborate on the governess' !town disharmonies"; she merely 
emphasizes James's remark in the Preface upon his intention: 
It! need scarcely add after this that it is a piece of ingenu-
ity pure and sim.ple, of cold artistic caloulation, an amusette 
I' 
to catch those not easily caught. • • • •• 10 
Acoompanying rd~iss Kenton's article in this same issue of 
Arts were four illustrations for the ~ 2! !h! Screw bytna 
15Edna Kenton, UHenry James to the Ruminant Reader: The 
'furn of the Screw, If Arts, VI (November, 1924), 254. 
-
16Novels, XII, xviii. Henceforward, qUotations of Janwsts 
Prefa.oe to 'l'lie Turn of the Sorew will be taken trom the Hew 
York edition:- QuotatroMol' hIs other Prefaces, ho\vever, will 
be from the collected and annotated edition of James's complete 
Prefaces in The Art of the Novel: Critical Prefa.ces ~ lIe£~ 
James, ed! tecr'5y"'1ITohar~. 1ilaclcmur, 2nd edt (Um7 York. 0). 
This will be referred to as Critical Prefaoes. 
11 
critic-painter, Charles Demuth. The scenes he chose for re-
production each had ambiguous meanings and hidden sexual sig-
nificance. Thus, .!Jemuth supported Miss Kenton's theory of hal ... 
lucinations, but gave ita distinctively F1reudian cast in sug-
gesting the governess had neuroses caused by sex repression. 
Some years later, Edmund Wilson set out to provide a more 
scholarly foundation for the hallucination theory of Demuth 
and Kenton. Wilson begins with a car'eful analysis of the nar-
rativG, step by step, in which he attempts to prove that the 
meaning of the story i taelf is a.111biguous, that almost the en-
tire story may be read equally in light of the traditional 
ghost theory or the Freudian hallucination theory. "Nowhere," 
he says. ftdoes James unequivocally g.ive the thing away:· almost 
everything from beginning to end can be read equally in either 
of two senses."17 Dld Jarllon oonsciously or unconsciously create 
this amhigul ty'l \Vilson suspects an unconsoious failure in 
James's artistic perception or communication, or both, but is 
not too clear about this point. However, he believes that evi-
l7Edmund Wilson, ItThe Ambiguity of Henry James." The Triple 
Thinl{ors (NtH,1 York, 1938), p. 130. :"~ee A.J.A. Waldock-;-"'I:~r. 
Wilson and the Turn of the Sorew," l.!d'!, LXII (;,!a.y, 191;.7), 331-
334. vValdock argues that since thore are passages which prove 
not everything from beginninc to end may be l~ead equa.lly in 
'G!ther of two senses, James unequivocally did give the thing 
away. The ghosts are real. See also R.B. Heilma.n, !lPreudian 
Reading; of the Turn of' the Screw,1I MLN, LXII (November, 1947), 
433-445, ---
dance external to the narrative itself--Jamests own prefatory 
remarks and the position of The Turn of the Screw in a volume 
_.............-- ........ -.....-.. ....... .;;...;0. .... 
of tho collected edition that is not devoted to ghost stories 
... -proves that James was writing about hallucinations, not ghosts .. 
With the exception of these passages whioh he cites from James1s 
preface, Wilson's full argumentation follows: 
In the preface to the oollected edition, however, as russ 
Kenton has pOinted out, Jamos does seem to want to put him-
selt on record. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
And note, too, in the collected edition that James has 
not included 'rhe Turn of the Screw in the volume with his 
other ghost stories-bu~in-a volume of stories of another 
kind, between The AStern PaRers ru1d The Liar--this last 
the story of B.-pitho ogica! liar, wh'0i6 Wffi protects his 
lies against the world, acting vdth very much the same 
sort of deceptive 'authority' as the governess 1n !a! 
Turn of the Screw. 
- W'henwe look ba.ck in the 11gpt of these hints, we 
become convinced that the whole story has been primarily 
intended as a oharacterization of the governess: her vi-
sions and the way she behaves about them, as soon as we 
look at them from the obverse side, present a solid and 
unmistakable picture of the poor country parson's dauehter, 
with her EnGlish middle-class class consoiousness, her 
inab!11 ty to adr::11 t to herself her sexual 1m.pulses and the 
relentless English 'authol"i ty' which enables her to put 
over on inferiors even purposes which are totally della-ded 
and not at all to the other people's best interests.10 
Later mention will be mude of the prefatory remarks Wilson 
quotes from James in support of his own position. 
In love with, first, the luster, and then with little 
18Ib1d., 130-131. In a subsequent obi tel" dictum on il'he 
TUI'n of-mii ScrevlifJilson seems to 1l10clify "somewhnt hIs earmr 
;ssay;-b~proponents of the hallucination theory follow the 
rigor of his initial statements. See "Books," The New Yorker, 
XX (Ma.y 2.7, 19[44), 69. - -
Biles, whom her emotional cannibalism eventually frif:):ltens to 
death, the govelmess is responsible for all the evils in the 
13 
story. rfhey a.re either pure apparitions of an overwrought and 
sexually .frustrated mind--/?,hosts, various sexual syrabols--or, 
they a.re sinister misinterpretations of trivial events in them-
selves quite innocent (as, for example, the expelling of . tiles 
from school). 
More recently, Marius Bewley, in <in interesting debate with 
F.R. Leavis, and the veteran J~~esian critic, Leon Edal, have 
both written 1n defense of this same hallucination theory.l9 
The latter reoonstructs ingeniously the time-scheme contained 
implicitly in Douglas' initial remarks about the governess, and 
draws conolusions about the t:~overness' youth, impressionability, 
and the unreliability of her narrative. 
Bewley and Edel both divide the governess t story into an 
area of fact and an area of fanoy. There is the record of her 
sensations themselves, and there is her interpretation of these 
sensations. James has presumably written un absorbing study of 
a tX'oubled young woman, with little knowledge or understanding 
of the ohildren entrusted to her, culled upon to assume serious 
responsibility tor the first time 1n her life. The reader must 
establish for himself the credibility of this witness, he must 
19M:arius Bewley, "Hawthorne and Henry James, If !h! Complex 
Fate (London, 1952), pp. 96-149. Mr. Leavis' rejoinders are 
interpolated as separate ohapters. 
distinguish ca.refully between what she actually saw and what she 
sURoosed, presumed she saw. Edel stresses her instant intui-
tions, her groundless oerti tudes in the ambig;uous story-si tua-
tions already cited by Wilson; furthermore, he observes: !lIn 
his revision of the story for the New York Edition he altered 
his text again and again to put the story into the realm of the 
c;overness f feelings. VI}hen he had her say originally 1 I saw' or 
'! believed' he often substituted 'I felt.' ,,20 
This, briefly, is the evidence supporting the hallucination 
theory. 21 If there exists any Significant fact or piece of dia-
lectic in further proof, it 1s extremely unlikely that the co~ 
bined efforts of suoh able critios as Mr. Wilson, Bewley, and 
especially, IVIr. Edel, should have missed it. All the proponents 
of this theory seem in definite a.greement on at least three 
points: 
(1) The story is riddled wi til anibiguous situations in whioh 
the l'leader has dirt'ieul ty justifying the governess' interpl'leta-
tion of her sensations in the light of her record of the sensa-
tiona themselves. 
20Leon Edel, The PSrChological Novel: ~200-1950 (New York, 
1955), PP. 57-68. See a so hIs edItion of he GEOStlZ Tales of 
~ James (New Brunswick, 1948), pp. xix-xxIv, xxix-xxx; ana-
l:lISartlcle: "The Architocture of Honry Ja..raes's 'New York Edi-
tion'," l:!.2! Ene;land qu~rterly, XXIV (June, 1951), 176. 
2lAmong other explicit proponents, see William Y. Tindall, 
.F'orces in Modern British Literature (Hew York, 1947), p. 288; 
and Osborn An~reas, Hour J'ame.~ ana: ~ Expanding Hort'zon 
Seattle 1 I 0 • 
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(2) The oharaoterization of the governess, the psychologi-
00.1 case study of her neurotic sex repressions, is J~~ests main 
concern in the story. 
(3) The evils in the story exist only in her mind. 
As internal proof of this theory, their combined arguments 
follow: 
(l--positive) Only the governess sees the ghosts. The 
reader has no evidence of their existence other than her word. 
Her word is unreliable, because she Is young, impressionable. 
morbidly and groundlessly intuitive. 
(2--negative) A oareful analysis of Douglas' remarks on 
the governess t oharacter will discredit his apparently high es-
timate of her. and disqualify he:r as witness. 
(3--negative) The concrete details of the governess' ini-
tial description of Quint to UIrs. Grose oan be acoounted for 
in terms of heI' former experiences. 
(4--negative) In the governess· narration of the candle 
incident in Miles's room, the reader must pronounoe her deluded 
not only in her interpretation of the sense-data but also in 
her very record of the sense-duta experienced. She cannot have 
felt an actual Gust of .frozen air. sinoe the windows were re-
ported as closed tftight. II 
(S-.negative) The reader must surmise that Vales got into 
touoh with Flora after the scene by the luke to hear about the 
governess' use of russ Jessel t s name, although the only objec-
tive sense-data offe~ed by the governess' report is that she 
kept the two children apart. 
As external proof of this hallucination theory, they e~ 
phasize the significant plaoe James allots to the story in his 
colleoted edition, and oite certain of James's prefatory state-
,nents to the story: 
(1) "I need scarcely add after this that it is a piece of 
ingenuity pure and Simple, ••• an amusette to catch those not 
easily caught, etc. n22 
(2) nIt was 'deja tras-joli,' in 'The Turn of the Screw,' 
please believe, the general proposJtion of our young '<':!oman's 
keeping orystalline her reoord of so many intonse anor~alies and 
obscurities--by which I don't of course mean her explanation of 
,,23 them, a different matter. • • • 
(3) "She has 'authority,' which is a good deal to have 
given her, and I couldn't have arrived at so much had I clumsi-
ly tried f()r more. ,,24-
(4) ttThis is to say, I recognise again, that Peter Quint 
and Hiss Jessel are not tg.hosts' at all, as we now know the 
ghost, but goblins, elves, imps, demons as loosely constructed 
as those of the old trials for witchcraft; if not, more ploas-
22Novels, XII, xviii. 
23Ibid ., xix. 
-24Ibid • 
,..-.. 
ingly, fairies of the legendary order, wooing their viotims 
forth to see them dance under the moon. 1f25 
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All four of these passages come into V:11son's essay J especially 
the passage on lI authority." 
Now, it is the purpose of this present thesis to re-exam-
ine in the light of further evidenoe the conclusions and argu-
ments listed above supporting this psyoholoGical reading of 
~ ~ 2! ~ _S.o_r_ew_, refute the halluoination theory, and 
justify the traditional interpretation. It does not defend 
one reading of The Turn merely as preferable to the other read ... 
--
ing; it denies ~ validity of the other reading. It will ask 
this specifio question: Vfuo have the prinoipal role in the tale, 
the governess or the children and the ghosts? Or, to express 
the problem more teohnioally: Is the Fine Central Consciousness 
of the governess .E.2E story and oompositional oenter .. or merelx 
oompositional oenter? To oonoede even the possibility that 
both exclusive alternatives in this dilerJ:l!ml. are simultaneously 
true is to judge The Turn an insoluble puzzle .. a disunified, 
--
unintelligible failure as a work of art. Henoe.. only a oate-
gorioal response to this question and a stern refutation of its 
oontradiotory rosponse oan protect James's artistic integrity. 
It is possible to demonstrate that the hallucination theo-
ry gives, not only a strained, but an unintelligible reading of 
25I bid. xx. 
the text itself. However, the plan of attack in this thesis 
will not begin with a painstaking textual explioation. The 
procedure will be to demonstrate from external evidence that 
the traditional interpretation was incontestably James's own 
interpretation of The Turn. Next, the work itself will be 
--
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scrutinized for verifioation of this interpretation, according 
to Alexander Popets neatly phrased dictum: 
A perfect Judge will read eaoh work of Wit 
With the same spirit that the author writ. 
This subsequent analysis intends to prove Jamests reading not 
merely the preferable reading, but the on14 20ssible reading. 
And what is the external evidence to be invoked'? Jalnes t s 
own Prefaoe to The Turn of the Screw implicitly contains suf-
............ ..............---...;...;;...;..;..-.. 
ficient external evidence to support the traditional reading of 
the story. 'lihe Jamesian critic is in one scnse exceptionally 
fortunate to possess James's Prefaces to his own work. James 
was a meticulous self-critio, and few literary artists have ever 
explained so frankly and so elaborately what they were trying 
to do in their work and precisely how they suoceeded in realiz-
ing their intentions. 'rhe Prefaoes of Honry James wore com-
posed at the peak of his career to form an epitaph for the major 
monument of his lifs, tho plum-colored. expensive New York edi-
tion of his works. Each Preface follows a pattern: a narrative 
of the how, why, what, when, and where which brought each pieoe 
to birth. customarily first among these accessory facts is an 
aocount of the Paris hotel or the old Venetian in whioh 
,... 
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the story in question '{Jas written; then, there is ofto!1 a state-
ment of the aneodote and t.he oiroumstanoes inw.lioh it was told, 
from whioh James drew the Germ of his story. There is a de-
soription of the germ 1,n incubation, and the story of hoV'.' it 
took root and ~ew. Then, finally, there is the important dis-
cussion o:f the teohniques the literary artist employs to form 
his material into an organio whole, with important oross-refer-
enoes to similar disoussions in other prefaoes. 26 
The Prefaces, aocordingly, are extl"emely usoful to the 
Jamesian critio. Nevertheless, it need not be inferred that 
such a profuse self-critio is the one artist least in need of 
explaining by others. These Prefaces were written after 1906, 
and in the oonvoluted oompressions and oft-parodied discursive-
ness of his later style whioh exasperates m.ore often than it 
communioates. James, too, has his own technioal language. Thus, 
it 1s possible for Mr. Wilson to read the Prefaoe to The Turn 
--
and discover statements which seem to support his hallUCination 
theory; yet, others will disoover stat;;rnents which seem to oon-
tradict his theory. These problems seem to result from reading 
the Preface to The Turn in isolation from the other Prefaoes. 
--
In this present thesis, then, the Prefaoe to The Turn will 
--
26For a desoription of the Jamesian Preface as a literary 
type, see Blackmur, Critical prefaces, pp. vii-Xi see also 
Joseph Warren Beach, The if!ethod of HenrI James (New Haven, 1918). 
p. 2. - - . 
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itself bo read. not as an independent Preface, but as one of 
James's oreanically integrated series of Prefaoes. James's 1'0-
marks in the Prefaoe to The Turn will be interpreted in the 
--
light of oorresponding remarks in other of his Profaoes. Be-
sides this, Jamesfs own notebooks will be consulted to disoover 
if his reoords of The Turn before its oreation oorrespond with 
--
his after-tho-tact statements in the Profaoe. Certain state-
ments, too, in his oorrespondence will contiI'm the evidenoe in 
the Preface. The procedure, therefore. will be to begin with 
James's more selt-evident remarks in the Preface to The Turn, 
--
then conolude as a consequenoe what certain of his more ambigu-
ous remarks must mean, and than, finally, move to evidence 1n-
-
tarnal to the story itself. 
The reasons why this prooedure of moving from external 
to internal evidenoe has been deoided upon are threefold: 
(1) Avoidanoe of the wasted cerebration involved in unrav-
eling the admittedly numerous ambiguities within the story it ... 
ael!' .. 
(2) These very ambiguities cluster around the f'act that 
only the governess sees the bhosts, senses the evils. 'l'his od ... 
dity oan be explained on aesthetic grounds alone: it is a natur-
al o!'fshoot of Ja.mes's conscious stl"iving tor a.n intenso impres-
sionism, and 01' his stubborn olinging to a consistent point of 
view in narration, his use of' the Fine Central Consciousness. 
James explains at soma length this technique in h.is Prefaces. 
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(3) Establishing the interpretation of an individual piece 
of fiction is enhanced when it becomes at the same time a care-
ful study of a master's techniques acoording to which he modeled 
almost all his fiction. The Turn of the Screw is by no means ~ ------- ....... ~ ................ -
James's greatest achieve:;;.ent, but it provides an interesting 
case-history in Which one oan study his methods as applied to 
one worl::, a.nd realize how important it is ror a. oritio to take 
into a.ocount Ja.m.es. s method bei'ore he utte~")ts to interpret anz 
of his work. The significanoe of this thesis, then--although it 
ostensibly aims at providing an effectual interpretation of The 
-
~ .2! 2 _3 ..... c... r ..... 8w_, and censuring the intellectual bubble-blowing 
of a super-rationalized~ faulty crlticis~-is its synthetio 
study of James's theory and use of Fine Central Consoiousnesses 
in his fiction. To understand this Jamesian teohnique is to 
hold the key to "darkest James,n the James of the later and more 
forbidding novels. 27 It is to appreoiate more the genius and 
painstaking effort that went into his work; it 1s to realize 
his profound 1n1.'luenee on the development of the modern stream-
of-consoiousness novel. 
27See Blaokmur, Critioal Prefaces, p • .xix: "Here it is 
enoug,h to repent once "moro ... -anu not f'OI~ the last til11e--that the 
fine intelligence, either as agent or as the object of action 
or as both is at the heart of James's VtJork. JI 
CHAPTER II 
THE PREFACE TO !tl! !!l!!! .2ll!!! .-.SC .... R_EW ....... : 
THE FINE CENTRAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
In Volume XII of his Novels and Tales, James has written 
------ - _.-.----
a single Prefaoe to discuss his composition of !h! ASEom 
PaEers, The ~ .2! !h!!. Sorew, ~~, and !h!. .!!2. Faoe.~. 
In that portion of the prefaoel devoted to The Turn ot the 
........................... ----.....-... 
Sorew, one of the first significant facts he calls to the rea-
derts attention is the storyts origin. The germ of !h! ~ 
was a little story told by the distinguished host at a gather-
ing round the fire of a grave old country house. flEe had 
never forgotten the impression made on him as a young man by 
the withheld glimpse, as it were, of a dreadful matter that 
had been reported years before, and with as few particulars, to 
a lady with whom he had youthfully talked. The story would have 
lAn appendix to this thesis will give a detailed topioal 
abstract of the ideas James deals with in his Pretaoe in the 
order of his treatment. The reader might well consult this 
summary as he prooeeds through the present discussion of the 
Preface. In this ohapter, James's thought is developed with 
more rigid logio than his o~lgina.l disoursive treatment per-
mitted him. 
22 
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been thrilling could she but have found herself in better pos-
session of it, dealing as it did with a oouple of small ohil-
~n in an out-of-the-way plaoe, to whom the spirits of oertain 
tbad· servants, dead in the employ of the house, were believed 
to have appeared with the design of tgetting hold. of them~n2 
This is the original aneodote. There is the mention of 
'tbad" servants, of ohildren, but not of a governess. An even 
more explioit statement of this anecdote ocours in Jamests 
Notebooks: 
saturdaz, Janua£I 12th, 1895. Note here the ghost-story 
told me at AddlngtO'il'TevEmIiig of Thursday, 10th), by the 
Archbishop ot: Canterbury: the mere vague, undetailed, 
faint sketoh of it--being all he had been told (very bad-
ly and impert:ectly), by a lady who had no art of relation, 
and no olearness: the story of the young children (in-
definite number and age) left to the oare of servants in 
an old oountry-house, through the death, presumably, of 
parents. The servants, wioked and depraved, oor%"upt and 
deprave the children; the ohildren are bad, full of evil, 
to a sinister degree. The servants die (the story vague 
about the way ot' it) and their apparmons. figures, re-
turn to haunt the house !!!9:. children, to whom t hey seem to 
beckon. whom. they invite and solioit, trom across da.ngerous 
plaoes, the deep ditoh of a sunk fence, etc.--so that the 
ohildren may destroy themselves, lose themselves, by re-
sponding, by getting into their power. So long as the 
ohildren are kept from them they are not lost; but they 
try and try, these evil presences, to get hold of them. 
It is a question of the ohildren tcoming over to where they 
are.' It is all obsoure and impe%"feet, the pioture, the 
story, but there is a suggestion of strangely gruesome et-
fect in it. The story to be told--tolerably obviously~-
by an outside spectator, observe%".3 
2Movel., XII, xv. 
3The Notebooks of Henry: James, ed. F.O. Matthiessen and 
Kenneth"B. Murdook (New York, 1941), pp. 178-179. 
Th1s report, wr1tten as 1t 1s but two days atter the oc-
casion of the anecdote, 1s of much value to the oritio.4 Again, 
there is mention only ot ohildren and depraved servants. The 
note says unequivooally that these spirits oorruEt and deErave 
the ohildren. There is no mention of a governess. James thinks 
the story w1ll require an outside speotator, observer. Is 
James speak1ng of the governess 1n th1s last sentence? It w1l1 
be demonstrated that he most definitely is, and that h1s re-
...... 
mark about her role 1n the story proves he devised her as a 
mere oompositional resource, not as the oenter of 1nterest 1n 
the story.S 
In the above select10n from h1s Notebooks, James calls 
the anecdote a ghost-story. It 1s olear, moreover, from James's 
Pretace, that the Arohbishop brought up this aneodote precisely 
as an especially moving example ot the ghost-story type--at the 
moment when "the good, the really eftective and heart-shaking 
ghost-stor1es (roughly so to term them) appeared all to have 
4see R.L. Woltf, "The Genesis of 'The Turn of the Sorew'," 
American Literature, XIII (March, 1941), 1-8. The Archbishop 
is Archbishop Edward White Benson. The story of The Turn of 
the Sorew was first pub11shed 1n Col11er's Week1~; February-
~-April 16th, 1898. 
5James repeats th1s anecdote to the Archbishop's son, A.C. 
Benson: "The vaguest essence only was there--some dead servants 
and some chl1dren."--The Letters of Henrl James, ed. Percy 
Lubbock (New York, 19~, f, a79-~O. 
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been told, and neither new c~op nor new type in any quarter 
awaited us. n6 The flnew type" of ghost-sto:ry never sa.tisfied 
James. Many writers of ghost-stories at the turn of the cen-
tury had turned for material to the publioations of the Sooiety 
for Psyohioal Researoh. Although James was not a member of the 
Sooiety, founded in 1882, several friends were aotive in its 
aftairs--eapecially, its founders, F.W.H. Myers and Edmund 
Gurney. His brother, William James, was a oorresponding mem. 
ber from 1884 to 1889, vice-president from 1890 to 1893, and 
president from 1894 to 1896. 7 
Henry James had evidently read and studied the reports of 
this Sooiety. He is familiar with the typical pattern of ap-
pari tions in t he "mere modern 'psychioal t ca.se ff: "Different 
signs and oiroumstanoes • • • mark these oases; ditferent things 
are done--though on the whole very little appears to be--by the 
persons appearing; the point is, however, that some things are 
never done at all: this negative quantity 1s large ... -certa1n 
reserves and pro~ties and immobilities conSistently impose 
themselves.,,8 This "negat1ve quantity," these rules of deoorum 
6Novels, XII, xv. 
7See Francis X. Roellinger, Jr., "Psyohical Researoh and 
'The Turn of the Screw'," American Literature, XX (January, 
1949), 401-412. 
8Novels, XII, xix. 
to whioh the mode~n soientific ghost must oonform, impose too 
great artistio limitations on the imagination of the story-
teller. In oonstruoting his own phantoms, James says, "I had 
to decide in fine between having my apparitions correct and 
having ray story 'good'--that is produoing my impression of the 
dreadful, m.y designed horror. • •• I cast ras lot with pure 
romanoe, the appearanoes conforming to the true type being so 
little romantio."9 Thoroughgoing exponent of realism though he 
was, James could never allow his love tor truth to oonflict 
with his keen artistic sense. There are times when verisimili-
tude of effect can be aohieved by anything but exact verisimi-
litude of detail. How could James's story evoke an atmosphere 
of queerness, ot horror? "The new type indeed, the mere modern 
'psychioal' case, washed olean of all queerness as by exposure 
to a flowing laboratory tap, and equipped with oredentials 
vouching for this--the new type olearly promised little, for 
the more it was respeotably oertified the less it seemed of 
a nature to rouse the dear old saored terror. tllO Around the 
flre, then, at Addington, stimulated by the guests' general 
lament for the beautiful lost form of the traditional ghost-
story and 1 ts unsuocessful l"eplaoement by t he modern psychical 
case-story, Archbishop Benson reoalled his aneodote. 
9Ibid., xx. 
-
lOIbid., xv. 
-
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From th1s story-germ, as James explains 1n his Prefaoe, he 
oonstruoted the same trad1tional type of ghost-story. 
Good ghosts, speak1ng by book, make poor subjeots, and it 
was olear that from the first my hovering prowling blight-
1ng presences. my pair of abnormal agents, would have to 
depart altogether from the rules. They would be agents 
1n tact; there would be laid on them the dire duty of 
oausing the situation to reek with the air of Evil. Their 
desire and their ability to do so, visibly measuring me~ 
while the1r effect, together with the1r observed and de-
scribed sucoess--this was exaotly my oentral idea; so that, 
briefly, I cast my lot with pure romanoe, the appearances 
conforming to the true type being so little ztomantic. 
This is to say, I recognise again, that Peter Quint 
and Miss Jessel azte not 'ghosts' at all, as we now know 
the ghost, but goblins, elves, imps, demons as loosely 
constructed as those of the old trials for Witchcraft; if 
not, more pleasingly, fairies ot the legendary order, 
wooinfltheir viotims forth to see them dance uDder the 
moon. 
Thus, his central idea is the effect ot the ghosts as agents. 
They are to oause the Evil in the story. Psyohical "ghosts tl 
would not have been useful to James preoisely beoause they 
were not agents, aotors. 
In oontext, the tinal sentenoe of the above passage can 
admit of only one interpretation. James is not, as Wilson 
would have him, denying that his Quint and Miss Jessel ~e 
ghosts; he 1s saying they are the traditional type of ghost 
and not the psyohio type. Furthermore, if James had chosen to 
create mere hallucinations, as the proponents of the Freudian 
theory maintain he did, he would write the very type 0·1' modern 
llIbid., xx. 
-
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psychical case-story he scorns here. Were these "ghosts" 
carefully devised to haunt the little ohildren or only the 
neurotio mind of a governess? Another statement of James's 
main intent ooours in a letter to F.W.H. Myers, one of the 
founders ot the Psychioal Sooiety: "The thlng that, as I recall 
lt, I most wanted not to fall of doing, under penalty ot ex-
treme platitud&, was to give the impression of the oommunioa-
tion to the ohlldren ot the most internal 1maginable ev1l and 
danger--the oondition, on their part, of being as eePosed as 
we oan humanly conoeive ohildren to be. This was ~ artistio 
knot to untie, to put any sense or logic 1nto the thing, and 
if I had known any way of producing more the image of their 
-
contaot and condition I should assuredly have been propor-
tion.tely eager to resort to it.nl2 Clearly, Quint and Miss 
Jes8el were to haunt the children, to expose them to danger and 
evil. 
More must be said about lame.-s exact olassif1cation of 
!a! Turn .2! !9! Sorew. It 18, he 8ays in his Preface, Ita 
fa1ry-tale pure and s1mple," a "full-blown flower of high 
fancy. til) In th1s pure taney, moreover, 11es the charm ot 
the fairy-tale, both for its author and its reader. The author 
l~etters, I, 300-301. 
llNovels, XII, XVi, xlv. 
is given absolute freedom of his oreative imagination, with 
no outside control, no stale pattern of the usual or the true 
or the terrible that he must follow. The reader, on the other 
hand, has the perfect delight of roaming in this annexed but 
independent world in which nothing 1s right except as he right-
ly imagines it. However, James is too much the fastidious 
craftsman ever to permit an unbridled display of pure fancy: 
"To improvise with extreme freedom and yet at the same time 
without the possibility of ravage, without the hint of a flood; 
to keep the stream, in a word, on som.ething like ideal terms 
with itself: that was here my definite business. The thing 
was to aim at absolute Singleness, clearness and roundness, and 
yet to depend on an imagination working freely, working (oall 
it) with extravagance; by which law it wouldn't be thinkable 
exoept as tree and wouldn't be amusing except as controlled. n14 
James recognizes two classes ot the fairy-tale: 
(1) "[T]he short and sharp and Single, oharged more or less 
with the compactness of anecdote (as to which let the familiars 
of OUl"ohildhood, Cinderella and Blue-Beard and Hop Of my Thumb 
and Little Red Riding Hood and many of the gems ot the Brothers 
Grimm directly testify) ••• _"15 
(2) The long and 100e8, the oopious, the various, the end-
14Ibid., xvii. 
-
l$Ibid., xvi. 
-
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less, whe~e, d~amatically speaking, roundness is almost sacri-
ficed to fulness, exuberance--e.g., almost anyone of the tales 
of the A~abian Nights. 
Why, James asks, does the reade~ flounder, lose breath, 
in the longer fairy-tale? This does not happen in the first 
class, the mo~e successful class of fai~y ... tale. "We fall, not 
of continuity, but of an agreeable unity, of the t~oundnesst 
in which beauty and luoidity largely ~eside--when we go in, 
as they say, tor great lengths and breadth.s. "16 ftKeeping it 
up It is not the problem so m.uch as how it is kept up. An author, 
-
after all, can improvise, expand a .ubjeot to almost any length, 
provided he conceive. the entirety with an agreeable un1ty and 
"roudne.s" of form. Now, ~ ~ .2£. ~ _3 ... c... r ... ew ...·, 1f 1 t 1s no";' 
thing more, is most certainly long and oopious. In the New York 
edItion, it runs to one hundred and sixty-six pages. Yet, James' 
technical wizardry manages to give it the compactness of ~­
Beard and Cinderella: 
. 
The mer:U; of the tale, as it stands, is aocordingly, I judge, that it has struggled suooessfully with its dange~s. 
It 1s an exoursion into chaos while remaining, like Blue-
Beard and Cinde~ella, but an anecdote--though an aneodote 
amplified and highly emphasised and returning upon itself; 
as, for that matter, Cinderella and Blue-Beard return. I 
need scarcely add after this that it 1s a piece of ingenu-
ity pure and simple, of oold a~t1st10 calculation, an 
amusette to catoh those not easily caught (the • fun' of 
tne oapture of the merely witless being ever but small), 
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the jaded, the disillusioned, the tastidious,17 
He~e, it w1l1 be opportune to examine Mr. Edelfs remarks 
on the resemblanoe between The Turn of the Sorew a..nd Blue-Beard 
---- .............. ---~ ...........-. ............... 
and Cinde~ell~. He makes capital of the taot that James, in 
his analysis ot the fairy-tale, mentioned four stories out of 
Perrault--Oinderella, Little ~ Riding-~, HOE Ql ~ Thumb, 
and ~-Beard--all "psyohological fairy-tales and three of 
them tales of ohildren oaught in the play of terrifying :Coroes 
of aggression. n18 Edel notices that the governess, like Cin-
derella, is a youngest child, and has ventured alone into the 
world. Prince Charming is her own fine, gentlemanly master in 
Harley Street. The governess, too, has the prying, badgering 
ouriosity ot Fatima, Blue-Baard's last wife. These observations, 
of oOUl'se, are meant to strengthen the theory that James was 
writing a psychological thriller about a deluded governess • 
.Mr. Edel's tindings afford the reader an espeoially 00101'-
ful example of the misdirected puzzle-hunting and deteotive 
work that taint the valuable work of so many contemporary crit-
ios. The oontext of James'. observations on the fairy-tale 
proves he chose these tour faiPy-tales as familiar examples il-
lustrative of the short, compaot tale. He enumex-ates four exam-
17Ibid., xvii-xviii. 
-
l8Edel , Ghostly Tales, pp. xx-xxii. 
,-. 
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ples and says there are more. He is writing about the form of 
-
the fairy-tale; he indicates any number of examples which rese.m-
ble .TI!! ~ 2!. ~ ... 5.... c.... r ..... e" ... in its tight, anecdotal form, not 
in its subject matter. 
Again, there 1s Miss Kenton's strained interpretation of 
the last sentence in the above quotation. The sentence m.ust 
not be lifted out of context, nor must phrases in the sentenoe. 
James has been talking about his struggle with 12!!. .;;.T .... u.... r;;;;n .... ' ;;.s teoh-
nlcal diffioulties. He is proud of his teer~1oal acoomplish-
ment. !2! ~ is a fairy-tale, but unlike the ordinary fairy-
tale, it springs "not from an artless and measureless, but from 
a conscious and cultivated credulity. nl9 This ghost-story is 
not intended for the simple mind of a child, but for the sophis-
ticated adult. Here was a ohallenge. James had to "catch" 
the attention, the interest of those not easily caugnt. Hie 
audienc.e wer6 "jaded, disillusioned, fastidious" adults; and 
only "cold artistic caloulation" could snatch them into the 
world of pu~e romance. Miss Kenton would have James say that 
he was laying a trap for the unwary--and what better trap for 
the unwary than to diSgUise the governess' hallucinations as 
apparent ghosts? Although a subtle interpretation of oertain 
phrases in this passage, Miss Kenton's reading does not fit 
the entire oontext. 
19Novels, XII, xvi. 
.3.3 
Thus far, the logical progression of thought 1n James's 
Prefaoe should be quite olear. He lists the aneodote of The 
-
~ 2! !!!!. Sorew, labels it a ghost-story about oorrputed 
ohildren, and desoribes the session of ghost-stories in whioh 
it was first introduced. In the story of !B! ~ itself, he 
says that his ghosts must be agents; thel are to corrupt the 
ohildren. Therefore, they are not the mere paslive "ghosts" 
of the psyohic case-study. !a!.!!!!:!l is to be a fairy-story, 
combining the length and oopiousness ot the developmental type 
of story with the technioal compactness of the anecdotal. It 
il at this point that James has enunciated the first ot the two 
ohief technical problems he encountered 1n oomposing ~ ~: 
How oould he aohieve this intensity of torm, this singleness 
and olearness of effect proper to t he short a.neodote, this 
sense ot the olose, the curious, the deep--all sufficiently 
gripping to charm, to subdue the readerts attention? 
The seoond ot James 1 s two teohnioal problems is the inter-
esting question of "how best to oonvey that sense of the depths 
of the sinist-er without which nry tale '"auld so woefully limp, 
• •• It mJ,' bad things. for 'The Turn of the Sorew,· ••• 
shouldn't seem sufficiently bad, there would be nothing tor me 
but to hang my artistio head lower than I had ever known 00-
casion to do. ,,20 When Douglas, in the 
20 Ibid., xx-xxi. 
-
openin a es of The Turn, 
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speaks or the "dl-eadful dreadfulness lf and the "general uncanny 
ugliness and horror and pain" of the story he is about to tell, 
he throws down a challenge. 2l Few stories could possibly ful-
fill the promise of this boast. How could James ever succeed 
in describing these indescribably ghastly horrors hinted at in 
the proloi?;Ue? 
Portentous evil--how was I to save that, a8 an intention 
on the part of my demo~spirits, from the drop, the co~ 
para.tive vulgarity, ineVitably attending, throughout the 
whole range of possible brief illustration, the offered 
example, the imputed vice, the c1ted act, the limited 
deplorable presentable instance? • •• One had seen, in 
fiction, some grand form of wrong-doing, or better still of 
wrong-being, imputed, seen it promised and announced as 
by the hot breath of the P1t--and then, all 1~ntab17, 
shrink to the compass of some particular brutality, s ome 
part1cul8.1' 1mmorality, S om.e particulal't infEUn'1 portrayed, 
with the result, alas. of the demonstration's falling sadl)" 
short .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Only make the readerta general vision of evil intense 
enough, I said to M1self--and that already is a charming job-... and his own experience, his own imaglnat1on,h1s own 
sympath7 (with the ohildren) and horror (of their false 
fr1ends) w111 supply him quite sufficiently with all the 
particulars. Make him think the evil, make hlmthink it 
for himself, and you are reteased from weak speoifications. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • There is not only from beginn1ng to end of the matter not 
an inch of eXjttiation, but my values are pos1tive1y all 
blanks. • • • 
James's final statements indicate the process he had to 
follow in order to avoid specifying the evil. This is his se-
cret of indirection, impressionistic ambiguity, what he calls 
21Ibid., 148. 
-
22Ibid., xx-xxii. 
-
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his"process ot adumbration. u23 (He is amused that readers 
could write to accuse him of a monstrous emphasis, an indecent 
expatiation in !!!! ~. ) How, then, oan James ...,B; ... d... UD1;;;b;;;;.r;;;..;;o.a .... te ..... 
avoid speoifying the evils of The Turn. and yet make them olear, 
--
sharp, intense enough to win the oredulity of the reader? 
Jamests solution to these two oompositional problems ot 
!a!. ~ 2! ~ Sorew Is, certainly, his employmantot the most 
characteristio technioal device in all his fiction. Other 
writers have solved these same problems in much the same way, 
but James made the answer peculiarly his own, and formulated it 
in a manner peculiarly his own. For Jame a, the Fine _C_e_n .... t ,r_ti ... l 
Consciousnes~ is the most competent artistic device to achieve 
(1) roundness ot form, intensity, Singleness of eftect, 
(2) and verisimilitude of effect. 
When James applied this device to !e! TU,rn 2!. the 30.l'e" as a 
solution to its problems, he created tho figure or the governess. 
However, betore studying this particular Fine Central Consoious-
nesa in The ~ 2! 2 ... 3.... 0 ,r.,ew.... it w1l1 be extremely useful to 
give an extended.,; tangential analysis of James's general concept 
as he himself has formulated it. 
Nowhere in his writings, it must be oonceded, does James 
specifically use the term "Pine Central Consciousness." The 
23Ibid., xx. 
-
term itself has been invented by tne author of this present 
thesis as a desoriptive title of a particular device which 
James so frequently mentions in his Prefaces and Notebooks. 
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He writes, for ex.a.mple, about Newman, h1s "lighted figureR pro-
tagonist of !!!!. American: tf[Plor the interest of everything is 
all that it is his vision, his oonception, his interpretation: 
- - -
at the window of his wide, quite sufficiently wide conscious-
ness we are seated, from that admirable position we 'assist.' 
He therefore supremely matters; all the rest matters only as he 
feels it, treats it, meets it." He gives the "effect of a 
t "~ oen re. • • • In his Preface to !h! Winis 2! l2! 22!!, 
James mentions his "registers or 'reflectors,t as I so conveni-
ently name them (burnished indeed as ther generally are by the 
intelligence, the curiositr, the passion, the force of the 
moment, whatever it be, directing them) •••• "25 There are 
other passages where James traces from one of his productions 
to another "that provision for interest which consists in plac-
ing advantageously, placing right in the middle of the light, 
the most polished of possible mirrors or the subject. ,,26 Thus, 
in the Preface to The Princess Casamassima, he lists, among 
-
24critical Prefaces, p. )7. 
25Ibid., pp. 300-)01. 
-
26Ibid• J p. 70. 
-
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other charaoters of his novels, Rowland Mallet in Roderick 
Hudson, the ffthickly-peopled ima.gination" of Isabel Archer in 
~ Portrait £!. ! Lady, Lambert Strether, the ".mirror verily 
or miraoulous silver" in The Ambassadors, the Prince in the 
........-.. , 
first ha.lf and the prinoess in the second half ot The Golden 
~. the i1delioate vision" of Fleds. Vetoh in !!!! Spoils £!. 
Poynton, the "small recording governess confronted with the 
horrors of The Turn of the Serew. n These characters are, "so ~ ....................... .......--. ....... ;;,..;..-
tAr as their other passions permit, intense perceivers, all, 
of their respective predicaments."27 
lJ!Jhat, then, is the "Pine Central Consoiousnt'uls Tl ? It i8 
the "mirror, n "register," "refleotor," "recorder, tt which, in 
an artful and polished manner, communioates the story; it is 
the small oentral "window" through which the reader peers at 
the scene and characters; it 1s the consc10usness of some char-
actar' with tine sensibilities and alert intelligence, from 
whose viewpoint the reader is enabled to follow the drama most 
profoundly and acutely. It is, above all, this f1neness of the 
consc1ousness which brings out the best in any situation: 
At the same time I confess I never see the leading interest 
of any human hazard but in a consciousness (on the part 
of the moved and moving oreature) subject to fine inten-
sification and w1de enlargement. It is as mirrored in 
that consciousness that the gross fools, the headlong fools, 
the fatal fools play their part tor us--they have much less 
27Ibid., pp. 70-71. 
-
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to show us in themselves. • •• This means, exactly, that 
the person capable of feeling in the given case more than 
another of t'1hat is to be felt for it, and so serving in 
the highest degree to record it dramatically' and objeo-
tively, is the only sort ot person on whonl we can count 
not to betray, to oheapen or, as we say, give away, the 
value and beauty of the thing. By so muoh as the affair 
matters for some such individual, by so much do we get 
the best~ere is of it, and by so muoh as it taIls within 
the scope of a denser and duller, a more vulgar and ~§e 
shallow oapacity, do we get a picture dim and meagre. 
James's use of the Fine Central Consciousness, then, in 
his narratives will give them, first, intensity, Singleness, 
roundness of torm. It is worth remarking that seldom has a 
novelist brought to his work more of a passion for the beauties 
of artistio form than James did. An admirer and avid reader 
of contemporary Freneh Naturalists, he was incapable of writing 
dooilely in the tradition ot the looso English novel whioh 
preceded him. He appreciates, for example, the "great romantic 
good faith'"' of Sir Walter Scott's Bride .£!. Lamraermoor, but 
deplores its careless, disrigured form. "The thing has never-
theless paid for its deviation, as I say, by a sacrifice of 
intensity; the oenter of the subjeot i8 empty and the develop-
ment pushed otf, all round, toward the frame •••• ,,29 James, 
it must be remembered, though often speaking as the painter, 
more otten uses the language of the dramatist. How frequently, 
29Ib:td., p. 68. 
-
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in his Prefaces and Notebooks, tor example, readers encounter 
the expression, ttDramatise itt Dramatise itl" He is perpetual-
ly fretting about the nscene," about groupings of characters, 
about oentres. Unfortunately, the early James won a reoord of , 
notorious failure as a play-writer. Deeply humiliated, rejected 
by .. hla public more emphatically than ever before, he was still 
tertile enough and experimental enough to draw profit in his 
laboratory of fiction trom this failure in the theatre.)O 
"When I ask lllYselt," he WI-ites a decade later in his Notebooks, 
"what there may have been to show tor rtr'! long tribulation, my 
waated years and patience. and pangs, of theatrical experiment, 
the 8.D.:nrer, as I have already noted here, comes up as just. pos-
slbly this: what I have gathered trom it will perhaps have been 
exaotly 80me such mastery ot fundamental statement--of the art 
and secret of' it, of expression, of the saored mystery of struc-
ture.n)l 
Thus, his lessons taught him by French Naturalism and his 
own play-writIng experiment prompted his almost symbolIstic 
, 
fin-de-siecle oonoern tor a tlne unity and intenSity of form • 
.................. I 
"Onets work," he writes, "should have composition, because oom ... 
position alone is posltive beauty •••• " For the beauties of 
30For a description of the failure and Jamests response 
to it, see F.W. Dupee, Henr~ James (New York, 1951), pp. 165-
174. 
3lmotebooks, pp. 207-208. (Entry: August 11, 1895). 
oomposition, then. he oreated fine oonsciousnesses such as Stre-
ther's in The Ambassadors: itBut strether's sense of these 
- ............................................ 
things, and Stretherts only, should avail me for showing them. 
• •• It would give me a large unity, and that in turn would 
orown me with the grace to .niah the enlightened story-teller 
will at any time, tor his interest, saorifioe it need be all 
other graoes whatever. I reter ot oourse to the grace of in-
tensity_ " • 
" 
u32 If the author adheres rigidly to this sin-
gle point of view, his ent1re story will aohieve an invaluable 
unity of fo~ and impress1on, besides possessing all the bor-
rowed dlgnlty and beauty of thls fine consoiousness. As a syn-
thesis of James's observations on the use of the Fine Central 
Consciousness purely for oompositional intensitz, there is an 
exoellent passage in a letter to the novelist, Mrs. HumphPey 
Ward, whioh wl11 bear extended quotatlon. Mrs. Ward had oon-
sulted James on oertaln detalls, especlally certain particulars 
on the Amerioan background of one of the characters in her torth-
ooming novel, Eleanor. James, in his answe~, finds fault with 
he~ use of the Fine Central Consoiousness of Eleanor: 
[Y)ou dontt give hlm I the ~eade~ / a positive sense ot 
dealing with your subject from Its logical centre. This 
centre I gathered to be, from what.you told me in Rome 
(and one gathers it also from the title), the oonscious-
ness of Eleanor--to which all the rest (Manisty, Lucy, 
32critlcal Prefaoes, pp. 319, 311-318. 
the whole phantasmogoria and drama) is presented by lite. 
r should have urged you: 'Make that oonsciousness full, 
rioh, universally prehensile and stiok to it--don't shift 
--and don't shift arbitrarIlz--how, otherwise, do you get 
your unity of subjeot or keep up your reader's sense of 
it?t To which, if you say: How then do I get Lucl's oon-
sciousness, r impudently retort: 'By that magnIfIcent and 
masterly indireotness which means the Enlf dramatio 
straightness and Intensity. You get i J n other words, 
by Eleanor.' tAnd how does Eleanor get it?' lBy Evetif-
ihln~l By Luoy, by Manisty, by every pulse of the ac on 
n w lch she is engaged and of which she 1s the fullest--
an exquls1te--reglster. Go behind her miles and miles; 
don't go behind the others, or,3the subJeot--i.e. the unity 
of impresaion--go8s to smash.' J 
James 1 s indirectness, his ambiguity, his prooess ot adumbration, 
therefore, 1s seen as an essential part of his aim at unity 
and intensity of torm. 
The Fine Central Consoiousness James devised, moreover, 
not only for intensity of efteot in his fiction. but also to 
aohieve ve~islml11tude of effect, as has already been noted. 
Perhaps his olearest observations on handling the problem ot 
verisimilitude are in bis Pretace to The Princess Casamas8ima. 
--- -------- --------~ 
In this novel, he was writing about the lives of anarchic oon-
spirators 1n the London underworld. And hoW could the limited, 
sheltered experienoes in the ar1stocratio lite ot Henry James 
be ot anr help to him in creating a real and vivid underworld? 
"Face to tace with the idea of Hyacinth's subterraneous politics 
and occult affiliations," he says, "I reoollect perfectly teel-
ing, in short, that I might well be ashamed if, with ~ advan-
tages, .••• I shouldn't be able to piece toeether a proper 
semblance of those things, as indeed a proper semblanoe of all 
the odd parts of his 11fe. tt34 There was always the chance that 
readers with a much greater knowledge of this London underworld 
life would challenge the realism of his narrative. Yet, James 
cleverly observes, they could not challenge his own knowledge 
of this world if he rendered nothing but his own knowledge of 
this world. If he could but make his scant Shadowy impressions 
live, he need otfer no defense whatever for the sketchiness and 
-
vagueness ot his picture. It he lacked verisimilitude of de-
tail, he could still take up the impressionistic painter's 
brush tor a verisimilitude ot etfect. He justifies this artis-
tio expediency in the following terms: "[rr]he value I wished 
most to render and the effect I wished most to produoe were 
those of our not knowing, ot society's not knowing, but only 
guessing and suspecting and trying to ignore, what 'goes on' 
1rreconcl1iably, subversively, beneath the vast smug surfaoe." 
Or, again: "MY' soheme called for the suggested nearness (to all 
our apparently ordered 11te) of some sinister anarohic under-
wo:rld, heaving in its pain, its power and its hate; a presenta-
tion not of sharp partioulars, but of loose appearances, vague 
J4critical Prefaces, p. 77. 
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motions and sounds and symptoms, just perceptible presenoes and 
general looming possibilities.n35 
Probably nowhere is James more preoccupied with achieving 
this impressionistic effeot than in his stories of the "super-
natural. tf Here, the etfect is lost when the ho:r-rible is pre-
sented direotly. 
(Illers prodigies, when they corne straight, come with an 
effect imperilled; they keep all their oharacter, on the 
other hand, by looming through some other history--the 
indispensable history of somebodyts normal relation to 
something. It's in such connexions as these that they most 
interest, tor what we are then mainly ooncerned with is 
their imputed and borrowed dignity. • •• We but too pro-
bably break down, I have ever reasoned, when we attempt 
the prodl81, the appeal to mystifioation, in itself; with 
its 'objeotive 1 side too emphasised6the report (it is ten to one) will practically run thin.> 
In this Preface to The Altar of the Dead, James recalls the por-
........... ......----- ............ 
tentous olimax in Poets Arthur Gordon Pzm, where the story fails, 
the effect is lost, the imaginative effort wasted. Why? Be-
cause "the indispensable historY' 1s absent, where tho phenomena 
evoked, the moving aCCidents, coming straight, as I say, are 
immediate and flat, and the attempt is all at the horrifio in 
itself." Poe ought to have filtered his narrative through some 
Fine Central Consciousness, through some mystified, horrified 
l!erception of the phenomena. "The moving acoident, the rare 
35Ibid., pp. 78, 76. 
-
36Ibld., p. 256. 
-
oonjunction, whatever it be, doesn't make the story--in the 
sense that the story is our exoi tement, our a..'Uusement, our 
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thrill and our suspense; the human emotion and the human at-
testation, the clustering humanoonditions we expeot presented, 
only make it. The extraordinary is most extraordinary in that 
it happens to you and me, and it's of value (of value for others} 
but so tar a8 visibly brought home to us. n37 Readers want to 
grasp the horrors clearly, but they cannot be held without a 
gripping atmosphere of mystifioation, suspense .. "thickness. fI 
"We want it clear, goodness knows, but we also want it thiok. 
and VIe get the thiokness 1n the human consciousness that enter-
tains and records, that amplifies and interprets it. That in-
deed, when the qUestion is (to repeat) of the 'supernatural,' 
constitutes the only thiek.i.'16s8 we do get •••• n38 More will 
be said lateI' about this tfthlckness" as James speaks of it in 
the Prefaoe to The TUI'n of the Sorew • 
................................ ..--.. .............. -
To achieve this intensity and verisimilitude, furthermore, 
James employs the Fine Central Consciousness in two distinctly 
different ways 1n his fiotion. The importanoe of making this 
distinotion oannot be over-emphasized. If the oritic gra.sps 
this distinction .. he will grasp with clarity the meaning of 
the problem in interpreting The Turn of the Sorew as technioally 
........................................... 
37~., pp. 256-257, 251. 
38Ibid., p .. 256. 
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formulated in the tirst ohapter of this thesis: "Is the Fine 
central Consciousness ot the governess both story and composi-
tional oenter, or merely compositional center?" Thus, the 
assumption 1s that James uses the Fine Central Consoiousness 
device in some n~ratives as both story and oompositional oen-
ter. and in others as oompositional oenter alone. In other 
words, he uses h1s dev1ce in both groups ot stories to solve 
compositional problems, to attain intens1ty and verisimilitude 
in the manner already desoribed; he creates a character or char-
acters to act as compositional centres. However, 1n one group 
of stor1es, this same Consoiousness is the center of interest, 
the lead1ng oharacter; in the other group 1t 1s not. In one 
group, James is chiefly interested in studying a part10ular human 
oonsoiousness trom the inside; in the other, James is ohiefly 
interested in something outSide, something seen, felt, mirrored 
by a particular human consoiousness--it is not so muoh the Con-
sciousness as such that concerns him, but the Consciousness 
--
as an intense perceiver, recording phenomena more interesting 
than itself. James, with less indirection than usual, sharply 
distinguishes between these two disparate uses of his Fine Cen-
tral Consciousness in the Pretace to The Golden Bowl. He has 
- -
much to say, first of all, about using the device as a composi-
tional resource alone. 
I have already betrayed, as an accepted habit, and even to 
extravaganoe oommented on, m:y preference tor dealing with 
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my subject-matter, for • seeing my story,' through the op-
portunity and the sensibility of some more or less de-
tached, some not striotly involved, though thoroughly in-
terested and intelligent, witness or reporter, some per-
son who oontributes to the case mainly a certain amount of 
critioism and interpretation of it. Again and again, on 
review, the shorter things in espeoial that I have gathe~ed 
into this Series have ranged themselves not as my own im-
personal aocount of the affair in hand, but as my acoount 
of somebodyts impression of it--the terms of this person's 
aooess to it and estimate of it oontributing thus by some 
fine little law to intensification of interest. The some-
body is otten, among my shorter tales I recognise. but an 
unnamed, unintroduoed and (save by right of intrinsic wit) 
unwarranted part1oipant, the impersonal authorts concrete 
deputy or delegate, a oonvenient substitute or apologist 
tor ~e creative power otherwise so veiled and disembod-
ied. 
This partioular type ot Fine Oentral Consoiousnes.~ then, is 
tlUlU'lamed," "detached," "not strictly involved," mainly a critio, 
an interpreter of a situation outside himself. The Consoious-
ness need not, of oourse, be unnamed, or be striotly outside a , 
si tuation, to fun.ctlon merely as a oompositional oenter alone. 
His view-point must be near to the situation, after all, if his 
-
reporting 1s to be plausible and interesting. The point is that 
this partioular Consoiousness is merely funotional, and that it 
is not the center ot interest in the story. 
On the other hand, there is the Consoiousn.ess that is func-
tional and also the oenter of interest. In !a! Golden ~, 
the Prince and the Prinoess are the two compositional oenters 
of the atory; that 1s, the story is told in the third person 
39Ibid., p. 327. 
-
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only as it appears, first, to the Princets Consciousness, and 
then, later, only as it appears to the Princess t Consciousness. 
These two characters, moreover, are the leading characters of 
the novel. Let James himself speak in full on this significant 
point: 
{Tlhe whole thing remains subJeot to the register, ever 
so closely kept, of the consciousness of but two of the 
characters. The Prince, in the first halt ot the book,; 
virtually sees and knows and makes out, virtually repre-
sents to himself everything that concerns us--very nearly 
(though he doesn't speak in the first person) after the 
fashion of other reporters and critios of other situations. 
Having a consciousness highly susceptible of registration, 
he thus makes us see the things that may most interest us 
reflected in it as in the clean glass held up to so nmny 
of the 'short stories' of our long list; and yet after 
all never a whit to the prejudice of his being just as oon-
sistently a foredoomed, entanr,led, embax-rassed agent in 
the general imbrogliO, actor in the offered play. The 
function of the Princess, in the remainder, matohes exactly 
with his; the register of ~ consciousness is as olosely 
kept--as closely, say, not only as his own, but as that 
(to cite examples) either of the intelligent but quite un-
individualised witness of the destruotion of 'The Aspern 
Papers,' or of the all-noting heroine of 'The Spoils of 
Poynton,' hignly individualised thOUGH highly intelligent; 
the Princess, in fine, in addition to feeling everything 
she has to, and to playing her part just in that proportion, 
duplicates, as it were, hex- value and becomes a oomposi ... 
t10nal re8ouroe'4~nd of the f1nest order, as well as a 
value intrinsic. 0 
Thus, the Prince's Oonsoiousness is just as functional as the 
purely compositional-resource Oonsciousness that James described 
before; however, this Oonsciousness is an entangled aotor in the 
present story. The Princess, like the Prince, besides being 
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a.n important aotor, a It value intrinsio," "duplicates her value" 
to the author by providing him with a Consciousness that is func-
tional to his artistio plans. James expresses his disparate 
uses of the Fine Central Consoiousness in his fiction very oon-
oisely, and exemplifies: 
(1) There Is the intelligent, but unindividualized witness 
of !a! AS2er~ P&Eers--the Fine Central Consciousness as oomposi-
tional oenter alone. 
(2) There is the intelligent, but highly individualized 
all-noting heroine of !h! S20ils £! toynton--the Fine Central 
Consciousness as both oompositional resource and value intrin-
sic, as oompositional center and center of interest in the story. 
It is olear, therefore, that the criterion James has in 
his own mind for distinguishing between these two uses of the 
Fine Central Consoiousness is the degree of its individualization 
in the story, the degree of manifestation, through entanglement, 
engagement, aotivity, of its unique personal attributes. 
The characters of the Prince and the Prinoess 1n The Golden 
_";;;';;''';;;'';;;.;.;;;;;ii 
~, accordingly, exemplify a collective Fine Central Consoious-
ness used as compositional and story center. Fleda Vetoh in 
-
la! Spoils 2! POInton, Newman in !2! American, Strether in !E! 
Ambassadors, and Maisie in ~ Maisie !E!! exemplify a single 
Fine Central Consoiousness used as oompositional and story cen-
ter. !a!! Maisie ~, for example, is the subtly oonstructed 
story of a small girl's moral growth to maturity in the very 
midst of the most corrupting oiroumstances. James states the 
center of interest in his Prefaoe: "She wonders, in other 
r.t 
words, to the end, to the death--the death of her childhood, 
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properly speaking. If . .. . Furthermore, oPmRosltionalll speak-
ing, Maisie herself is the "ironic center" of the story. The 
story will be told "only as it might pass before her and appeal 
to her, as it might touoh her or effect her, for better or 
worse, for perceptive gain or peroeptive loss. A pas-
sage from the story itself will illustrate how James presents 
Maisie as oompositional ~ story center. Maisie is speaking 
about Mrs. Wix, her governess, to Sir Claude: 
Maisie let the question wait; the concrete image it 
presented was the most vivid side of it. 'If I part with 
her where will she go?' 
t Back to London.' 
tBut I mean what will she do?' 
fOh as for that I won't pretend I know. I don't. We 
all have our difficulties.' 
That, to Maisie, was at this moment more st~iking than 
it had ever b •• n. 'Then who'll teaoh me?' 
Sir Claude laughed out. 'What Mrs. Wix teaches?' 
She smiled d~y; she saw what he meant. tIt isn't so 
very ve~y muoh.'q. 
Maisie is the mirror of what is happening; beSides, she is most 
involved in what 1s happening. The consequences are most impor-
tant to he~ plight in the story it Mrs. Wix is taken f~om he~. 
-
41Ibld., p. 146, 145. 
42Novels, XI, 336. 
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On the other hand, James could use a collective Fine Cen-
tral Consciousness as oompositional center, but--unlike The 
-
Golden ~--not as story center. There is the group of various 
human registers viewing Milly 1n !9! Wings 2! ~ Q2!!. Milly 
is the Dove of the story, the center of interest. However, 
-
"I note how, again and again, U James writes in his Preface, "r 
go but a little way with the direct--that is with the straight 
exhibition of Milly; it resorts for relief, this prooess, when-
ever it can, to some k1nder, some meroiful indirection: all as 
it to approaoh her circuitously, deal with her at second hand, 
as an unspotted princess 1s ever dealt with; the pressure all 
round her kept easy for her, the sounds, the movements regula-
ted, the forms and ambiguities made charmlng. u43 Here, again, 
James puts himself on record as consciously striVing for "charm-
ing" indirection and ambiguities, in his use of Fine Central 
Consciousnesaes. 
An excellent example of a sinsle Fine Central Consciousness 
serving as compositional center, but not story center, 1s the 
oharacter of Rowland Mallet in Roderiok Hudson. In the P~etaoe, 
James remarks that the whole story "was to be the sum of what 
'happened t to him, or in other words his total adventure; but 
as what happened to him was above all to feel oertain things 
happening to others, to Roderick, to Christina, to Mary Garland, 
43Crltical Prefaoes, p. 306. 
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to Mrs. Hudson, to the Cavaliere, to the Prince, so the beauty 
ot the constructional game was to preserve in everything its 
espeoial value for him." From Mallet's Oonsciousness, then, 
-
"the subject has been trea.ted, trom this centre the interest has 
spread, and so, whatever else it may do or may not do, the thing 
has acknowledged a prinoiple of composition and contrives at 
least to hang together. u44 Throughout ~oderick ~udson, the 
reader sees nothing except through Mallette vision. A tew 
passages ohosen at randon will demonstrate James's indirect 
presentation or Roderick through Rowland Malletts eyes: "All 
this to Rowland was ancient history, but his perception of it 
stirred within him afreSh at the sight ot Roderickts senae of 
having been betrayed." Or, again: "Roderick had got up and he 
began to walk about the room; Rowland telt how as never yet 
there was something reckless in him to count with. 1l45 
James, of course, did not contine his use of the Fine Cen-
tral Consciousness exclusively to third-person narration. A 
great many of his short stories are told in the first person 
singular. There is the Ur" in!h! Elgure !a ~ Carpet. for 
example, a literary critic, who is aotively engaged with two 
other characters in solving the problem posed. Certainly, the 
44Ibld., pp. 16, 15. 
-45~o~elS, I, 430, 422. 
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Fine Central Consoiousness employed here is both compositional 
and story center, since the narrator characterizes himself high-
ly, and tully participates in the action of the story. 
Examples of the Fine Central Consciousness used as composi-
tional center alone are the extremely detached newspaper-reporter 
narrator in .. G ... r. ;;,e ... v.,;;;;;i,;;;,l,;;;,le ....  E.!!!!, or the nurator-friend of the sensi-
tive butler, Brooksmith, 1n the story, Brooksm1th. James has 
experimented considerably with variants of this Fine Central Con-
sclouaness as compositional center alone. For example, in Maud-
-
EvelZS, an unnamed, purely oompositional Fine Central Conscious-
ness, in a group with others around the fire, introduces Lady 
Emma, another purely compOSitional Consciousness. Lady Emma 
tells a story in her own words about Livinia. the leading charac-
tel" in the story. Again, in Ie! !£~end~ 2! ~ _F .... r_i..;;,e_n_d~s, an un-
named Consoiousness that i8 purely compositional introduoes the 
diary of another unnamed Consciousness. The latter writes of 
hersell and her unnamed frienda--"She writes sometimes of hersal; 
sometimes of others, sometimes of the oombination, r, the first 
narrator says in his prologue as he exa~inas her dlary.46 Al-
though it is diffioult to determine with certainty, this un-
named authoress of the diary seems sufficiently characterized 
and engaged 1n the story to qualify at least as £E! of its cen-
46Ibld., XVII, 323. 
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tars of interest.47 
This is a very conoise exposition of Jamests theory and 
use ot the Fine Central Consciousness. He devised it to solve 
the two problems of intensity and verisimilitude of effect. 
He uses it sometimes merely as a oompositional oenter, other 
times as both compositional center and oenter of interest in 
the story. He employs single oenters and corporate centers. 
He narrates in both the third person and the first person. In 
some of hls stories narrated in the first person, he has striven 
for greater plausibility by introduoing a number of intermediate 
na~ators between the reader and the chief narrator of the story. 
In Ih! ~ 2£ ~ Sorew, his technique in using the first 
person narrator 1s remarkably similar to that in ~-EvelYP 
and !h! Friends 2! ~ _~_r~i_e_n~d~s. An unnamed, purely composi-
tional Fine Central Consciousness introduces Douglas, another 
purely oompositional Consoiousness, who, in turn, introduoes 
the manuscript of an unnamed governess, the third Fine Central 
Consoiousness. Is this Fine Central Consciousness of the gover-
ness, then, merely a third oompositional center, or is she both 
compositional and story center? The answer to this question 
1s: the governess 1s a th1rd, a purely c ompositional oenter. 
47See Critical Prefaces, p. 321. Here James discusses his 
object1ons to usIng a rlrs£-person Consciousness as the leading 
character 1n a story. For an excellent exposition of his use 2f8 the first person 1n narration, see Beaoh, !h! Method, pp. 64-
o • 
JD.mes speaks unequivocally on this point in his Preface 
to The Turn. A reader had reproached him with the complaint 
--
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that he had not sufficiently characterized his young governess 
"engaged in her labyrinth; hadn't endowed her with signs and 
marks, features and humours, hadn't in a word invited her to 
deal with her own mystery as well as with that of Peter Quint, 
Miss Jessel and the hapless children. 1t48 Note that this is a 
protest against insufficient characterization. The proponents 
of the hallucination theory, on the oontrary, would never pro-
test in this manner. They believe the governess is character-
ized to such a degree that one must conclude that Jamcsts ohief 
intent in the story is no less than a characterization of this 
governess. Note that James, in his response to this complaint, 
does not deny it. He acknowledges this insufficient charac-
terization as a real diftioulty he himself encountered in the 
story's composition. However, b.1s excuse is precisely that his 
chiet intel'lest in the story is not the governess' charaoterlza-
-
tion; there were more important matters. He was not writing 
Erimarilz to oharacterize the governess; her character traits 
are a m4.nor concern. U[O]ne has to ohoose ever so delicately," 
James responds to the complaint, "among onets difficulties, at-
taohing one's self to the greatest, bearing hard on those and 
48Novels. XII, xviii. 
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intelligently negleoting the others. It one attempts to taokle 
them all one is oertain to deal completely with none; whereas 
the effeotual dealing with a few oasts a blest golden haze under 
oover of whioh, like wanton mook1ng goddesses in olouds, the 
others tind prudent to retire. u49 How, exaotly, was the gover-
ness to funotion in the story? Is The Turn obiefly ooncerned 
--
with her relations to her own nature, or only witn her relations 
to the drama outside of her'? 
It was 'deJa !£!!~joli" in 'The Turn of the Sorew,- please 
believe, the general proposition of our young woman's 
keeping orystalline her record of so many intense anomalies 
and obscurities--by whioh I don't of course mean her ex-
planation of them, a different matter; and I saw no way, I 
feebly grant (fighting, at the best too, periodioally, 
for every grudged inoh of ~ spaoe) to exhibit her in rela-
tions other than those; one of which, precisely, would have 
been her relation to her own nature. We have surely as 
muoh of her own nature as we oan swallow in watching it 
refleot her anxieties and induotions. It constitutes no 
little of a character indeed, in such oonditions, for a 
young person, as she says, 'privately bred,' that she is 
able to make her particular oredible statement of such 
strange matters. She has 'authority,' which is a good deal 
to have given her, and I ooul~ot have arrived at so much 
had I olumsily tried for more. 
James explicitly says that he was using her as a oompositional 
oenter to present the story, and that he could not have added to 
her personal drama, added to her oharacterization, her "relation 
to her own nature," without weakening her funotion. BeSides, 
49Ibld., xviii-xix. 
-
50Ibid., xix. 
-
since his magazine publisher demanded, as usual, that he try to 
keep his short stories Ushort," James munt ration out his space 
so that more important story-interests receive more development. 
The reader must have no more of the governess before his eyea 
except her qualifioations to make statements that will be credi-
ble. James wants to present the reader Just enough of her char-
aoter to establish her "authorIty" in narration. Had he clumsi-
ly tried to devolo? her further, she would not have proved so 
successful a functional oenter, Ja~es would not have aohieved 
so much teohnical sucoess with her role as he actually did. 
James definitely did not wrIte The Turn as a charaoteriza-
--
tion of the governess. On the oontrary, he tried to keep her 
as impersonal, as unoharaoterized, as her funotion would allow. 
In a letter to H.G. Wells, he expresses himself unequivocally: 
"or cou.x-se I had, about my young woman, to take a very sharp 
line. The grotesque business I had to make her picture and the 
ohildish psychology I had to make her trace and present, we;,"e" 
for me at least, a very difficult job, 1n whioh absolute luoidi-
ty and logic, a singleness of effect, were imperative. There ... 
fore I had to rule out subjective complications of her own--
play of tone, eto.; and keep her impersonal save for the most 
obvious and indispensable little note of neatness, firmness and 
cow:-age-... without which she wouldn't have had her data.,,5l 
5lLetters, I, 298-299. 
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An even clearer statement ot the governess. role ocours 
in the tinal sentenoe ot James·s initial jottings on The T~n 
--
1n his Notebooks. As observed betore, James, after lIsting 
the anecdote about ghosts and corrupted children--but not about 
a govern&ss--notea: "The story to be told--tolerably obviously 
--by an outside spectator, observer. n52 Aocordingly, James 
devised a charaoter to serve a subordinate, a merely technical 
role, to serve as an outside spectator, observer. This oharac-
tel' he titted with oertain personal traits that would enhance 
its role as observer. It must be intelligent, with a sutfioient-
ly friendly or professional interest in the main oharaoters to 
speak nat~ally and plausibly about their affairs. James decided 
to make this charaoter a governess, that standard type of intel-
ligent, sympathetio reporting. The Fine Central Consciousness 
ot the governess, then, as described 1n t he Preface to !h..!. ~, 
James's Notebooks, and his letter to R.G. Wells, is merely compo-
sitional, and not the center of interest in the story.53 
Consequently, the "authority" which James says he gives 
his governess is by no means what Edmund Wilson and Marius Bew-
$2Notebooka, pp. 178-179. 
SlEdel argues that James showed his chief interest in the 
story was in the character of the governess when he substituted 
"I felt" for ItI saw" in his revision of the story. This argu-
ment is irrelevant when James's intent of impreSSionism is re-
membered in his use of Consclousnesses. He could be improving 
the governess either as story-oenter or as compositional center. 
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ley interpret it to be. Following Wilson's suggestion, Bewley 
construots a highly intl'ioate argument. The "authority" given 
the governess is to be understood as the relentless English 
fl authol'lty,n the oapaoity to dominate over and deceive inferlors. 
James did not inolude ~ ~ £! l!!! ... S .... o -r.-e"..., in the volume with 
his other ghost stories, but plaoed it beside The Liar, the story 
--
of a pathologioal liar. Wilson thinks Colonel Cappadose 1s the 
liar indioated in the title of this story. Bewley goes furthel'. 
In a lengthy analysis of !h!~, Bewley attempts to demonstrate 
that Colonel Cappadose, the apparently ohief liar, is not the 
oenter of interest 1n the story; but Oliver Lyon, the auocess-
ful young portrait painter, through whose Fine Central Consoious-
ness the story is told in third-person narration, 1s the chief 
11ar of the story, and, oonsequently, its oentel' of intel'est. 
This narrator, then, is a liar, just as the governess-narrator 
ot !!!! !:!£!l is a liar. James, again, 18 playing trioks on the 
reader, deoeiving him with his intrioate amblguitlea. S4 
Here again. in Bewleyls theories, one has to faoe the vaga-
rles of an Wldlsclplined rationalism. To begin with, Bewley's 
interpretation of The Liar has the very least bearing on an 
--
interpretation of !9! ~ 2! ~ _5_0.r.8w.. His interpretation of 
!e!1!!£ happens to be quIte implausible, but the so ope of this 
54B8W1e1, Complex !!!!, pp. 84-87, 135-136. 
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present disoussion does not permit spaoe for an adequate re.fu-
tation of it. Truly, James tried as far as possible, when he 
plaoed his shorter tales side by side in a partioular volume ot 
his oolleoted works, to place "like with like. ft However, this 
customary practioe is not to be taken as an absolute oriterion 
1n interpreting those works. For one thing, he did not always 
follow this oustomary praotioe. In the Pre.faoe to a volume 
containing more than one work, James frequently explains his 
reasons for including them together. Unfortunately, however, 
he did not choose thus to explain himself in the Prefaoe to the 
volume inoluding ~ A.parn PaRers, ~ ~ 2! ~ Sorew, !e! 
Liar, and The Two Facea. The Jamesian critio must remember 
- -------
that James does not always let similarity either of theme or of 
treatment guide him 1n seleoting tales tor inolusion in one 
volume. fir have plaoed 'Julia Bride,' .for material reasons, at 
the end of this Volume," he writes in his Prefaoe to !h! Altar 
.2! ~ ~, !!2.., "quite out of her congruous company, though 
not very muoh out ot her temporal order •••• "55 Nevertheless, 
in.this very Preface to Jamests volume of ghost stories, Bewley 
should have observed that The Turn of the Screw is included 
- ............... ~....--.., ................... 
among a short list of ghost stories, in suoh "oongttUous oompany" 
as The Jolly Corner, !h! Friends .2!. !h! Friends, §.!!: Edmund 
55Crit1oal Prefaoes, p. 262. 
I 
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~, and !a! ~ Right Thing. 56 Besides, The Turn ot the 
.......... ............--......- ............ 
Screw much more resembles !a! Aspern papers than it does !e! 
~. IS! Aspern Papers is the first tale ~~ the volume that 
includes !h!~. Its length is almost that of !a! ~, twioe 
as long as that of !a! &!!£. The narrator 1n !h! Aspern Papers 
Is an unnamed "Ift; so 1s the governess in !a!~. As noted 
previously, James singled out the nintelligent but quite unln-
div1dualised witness" in !a! Asper~ Papers as an example of 
the Fine Central Consciousness used merely as compositional 
oenter but not as the oenter of the story. And, as has been 
demonstrated, this 1s preoisely the funotion of the governess. 
Thus, Bewley's intrioate analysis of !h! &!!£ bears little 
on interpreting The Turn, if it has any bearing at all. More-
--
over, when Bewley and W1lson interpret James's use of the word 
"authorlty ll to mean "deoeption," theY' unjustifiably sIdestep 
the wordls more common, obvious denotation. James invests the 
governess with the right of wItness, of reoorder, reporter, ob-
server. She has ttauthoritytt tor the zteader, who will know tha.t 
he is to trust her implioitly.57 
56 Ibid., p. 257. 
-
57See F.R. Leavis t remarks on "authority" and Bewley's 
interpretation of the word, 1n his "Disagreement," oited in 
Bewley, Com2lex Fate, p. 111. See also OlIver Evans, nJamests 
Air of Evi!: fhe~n of the Sorew," Partisan RevIew, XVI 
(February, 1949T,-rffO.-----
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If James used the Fine Central Consciousness, then, in !a! 
!B£a 2£ 1B! Screw, merely as a trustworthy spectator of the 
ghosts and ohildren, why did he strain the reader's credulity 
in her report by writing so ambiguously, why did he permit her 
to act so intuitively on so little objective evidence? The 
critic must remember, first of all, that the story itself is 
sufficiently unambiguous about the role of the governess, about 
-
the validity of her testimony. James definitely did not make 
her !2!! ambiguous. 58 Yet, he did make the exact nature of the 
evils she encounters ambiguous. Certain details of her testi-
mony are admittedly ambiguous, vague. Mr. Bewley, following 
Miss Kenton, says: ftThis ambiguity amounts to triokery, of 
oourse--trickery of a kind that seems to me to be below the 
level of an artist of Jamests stature. And yet it is more than 
triokery. It is the most tortuous exemplification in James's 
work of that tension between appearanoe and reality--or, in 
this case, a wanton wrenching apart of the two terms. n59 No, 
this ambiguity is not trickery, by any means. How obviously 
such a gratuitous attaok against James belittles his great ar-
tistic standardsl Muoh of this ambiguity can be explained away, 
as has already been observed, as part of Jamests characteristio 
58Internal evidence examined in the next chapter will jus-
tify these assertions. 
59Bewley, Complex E!l!, p. 110. 
artistic material to achieve intensity and verisimilitude 01' 
effect. He wants his horrors unspecified, adlli'l1brated. However, 
some of this ambiguity cannot be so conveniently aocounted for. 
James humbly ad~its that a certain amount of ambiguity will 
result from his own imperfect artistic execution: "There they 
are--the fruit, at best, of a very imperfect ingenuity and 
with all the imperfections thereof on their heads," he writes 
to F.W.H. Myers in referenoe, espeoially, to ambiguities in 
The Turn. "The one thing and another that are questionable and 
--
ambiguous in them I mostly take to be oonditions of their having 
got themselves pushed through at al1."60 
The remarkable intuitions of the governess, on the other 
hand, are a different matter. One of the characteristtos of 
James's Fine Central Consciousnesses is, as observed before, 
their Fineness, their sensibility, their extraordinarily keen 
peroeption of impressions and intelligent interpretation of 
them. "Their being finely aware--as Hamlet and Lear, say, are 
tinely aware--makes absolutely the intensity of their adventure, 
gives the maximum of sense to what befalls them," James writes 
in his Prefaoe to :the Prinoess Caswnassima. "We oare, our ouri-
osity and our sympathy care, oomparatively little for what hap-
pens to the stupid, tae ooarse and the blind; eare for it, and 
60Letters, I, 300-301. 
for the effects of it, at the most as help1ng to precipitate 
what happens to the more deeply wondering, to the really sen· 
tient~6l However, James himself recogn1zes the possible danger 
that his vessel3 of consciousness could car~ too much sensi-
bIlIty, could be too fine: 
-
They may carry too much of it for our oredence, for our 
compassion, for our derision. They may be shown as knowing 
too r~1Uoh and feeling too much--not oertainly tor their re-
maining remarkable, but for their remaining tnatural' and 
typioal, for their having the needful oommunities with our 
own preoious liability to fall into traps and be bewildered. 
It seems probable that if we were never bewildered there 
would neve~ be a story to tell about us; we should partake 
of the superior nature of the all-knowing immortals whose 
annals are dreadfully dull so long as flurried humans are 
not, ror the positive relief of bored Olympians. mixed up 
w1th them. Therefore it is that the wary reader ror the 
most part warns the novelist against making his oharaoters 
too lnte£Pretative of the middle or fate_ or in other words 
too dlvinely_ too priggishly clever.o~ 
James, accordingly, qu1te concerns himself about keeping the 
judgments and intuitions of his F1neCentral Consoiousneases 
thoroughly likely and tiuman. The problem offered him. a constant 
ohallenge. For example, he remarks in the Preface to Roderiok 
Hudson: "It had, naturally, Rowland's oonsciousness, not to be 
~ aoute--whloh would have disoonneoted it and made it super-
hmnan: the beautiful little problem was to keep it connected, 
oonnected intimately, with the genera.l human exposure, and there-
6lC~itical Prefaoes, p. 63. 
62Ibid ., pp. 63-64. 
-
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by bedimmed and befooled and bewildered, anxIous, restless, fal-
lible, and yet to endow it with suah intelligenoe that the ap-
pearanoes reflected in it, and oonstituting together there the 
situation and the 'story,' should beoome by that fact intelligl-
ble.·63 Therefore, it seems reasonable to suppose that James 
feared h!s readers and oritios might possibly find. the intu.i-
tions and interpretations of his governess 1n The Turn "too 
acute," "too divinely, too priggishly olever. ff There are oer-
tainly passages in the story which justify his fears, where the 
mind of the governess is almost superhuman, '''Olympian, n too 
quick, too nimble, too intuitive. James would undoubtedly be 
the first to acknowledge these passages as artistio imperfeo-
tions ... -minor ones though they be. Although at tim.es he does 
not suooeed in carrying out his purpose, he aims at keeping the 
governess "bedimmed, befooled, bewildered," to make her oharac-
ter plausibly human. 
Therefore, in oreating his atmosphe:coe of 1'llystlf1oatlon 
and excitement in The 'l'uztn of' thf} Sorew, James turns to this 
----- ----- .--, ---- --........... 
Fine Central Consoiousness of the governess. "We want it oleax-, 
goodness knows, but we also want it thiok and we get the thiok-
ness in the human consoiousness that entertains and records, that 
amplifies and interprets it,ff he writes in his Prefaoe to The 
-
63!£!!!., p. 16. 
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A:ltar .2f. ~ ~.64 James intends, he says, in probably the 
most obscure and oontroversial passaGe in the Preface to !h! 
~,6S to keep ~rlsta~~1ne the governess. reoord of the sinis-
ter hap:1enings at Bly. She is to reoord, to mirror her sensa-
tions with clarity. Then, James adds parenthetioally: "by which 
I dontt of course mean her explanation of them, a different mat-
tar." Bdmund Wilson states, "These words seem impossible to 
explain exoept on the hypothesis of hallucination. tt66 On the 
oontrary, what James means by this last remark is this: her 
reoord of the sensations should be 1')erfectly olear, but her 
interpretation of these sensations is not to be perfeotly olear. 
Her job is to keep a clear record of s1_nister phenomena, but she 
is not to explain them away, because by so doing she \'!ould re-
move the atmosphere of thick mystification so essential to th~ 
tone of horror and evil James is tryinr; to sustain. A,nd to the 
degree that the governess obse~ves and records, yet is mystif1ed, 
so 1s the reade~ held to the very end in the vise of expeotant 
disclo',sure .. always straining to penet~a.te the atmospheric haze 
of myst1fioation, James, again, must keep her "bedimmed .. bewil-
64Ibid ., P. 256. 
-
65Quoted in oontext on p. 55 above. 
66 W1lson, Tri;ele ':thinkers, pp .• 1)0 ... 1.31. 
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dared, be.fooled,ll !!!lstlfied in hel" interpretative jUdgments.67 
In summary, then, a oareful analysis of the Preface to The 
-
Turn of the Screw demonstrates that it treats in miniature 
~ - ....-..- --------
Jamests habitual teohnical problems of intenSity and verisimi-
litude of effect, and presents his characteristio solution to 
these problems in his creation of a particular Fine Central Con-
soiousness, that of the governess. Moreover, the Preface to The 
-
~ £! Sore., read in the light of passages from James's other 
Prefaoes, his Notebooks, and his correspondenoe, reveals suf-
ficient external evidence to refute the hallucination theory, 
point for point. The hallucination theory maintains: 
(1) The story is riddled with ambiguous situations in which 
the reader has difficulty justifying the governess' interpreta-
tion of her sensations in the light of her reoord of the sen-
sattons themselves. 
(2) The evils 1n the story exist only in the governess 1 
61Th1s is the interpretation given in G.A. Reed, '*Another 
Turn on James's The Turn of the Screw,tf American Literatul"6, XX 
(January, 1949), 419. See Robert Liddel!, A TreatIse on tne 
Novel (London, 1941), pp. 138-145. LlddellTs refu£atlon or-the 
ha1iucination theory is conVincing, except 1n his interpretation 
of the present passage. He attempts to prove that James is 
somehow qualifying the esohato10gica1 status of the apparitions. 
The governess records accurately her perception of spirits. She 
thinks they once animated the bodies of Quint and Miss Jessel. 
But they are actually devils that have assumed the £orm of the 
servants to tempt the children. Although a possible interpreta-
tion, this is not the moat obvious one. Moreover, it introduoes 
additional oomplications to the already numerous ones. 
mind. 
(3) The cha:r>acterizatlon of the governess, the paychologl-
cal case-study of her neurotic sex repressions, is Jamests main 
concern in the story. 
Against such contentions, however, the present reading of 
t.he Preface to Tho Turn of the Screw has demonstrated: 
.......... --........... - ------- .... 
(1) The story is admittedly riddled with ambiguities. Neve 
-
theless, as far as James's expressed intentions are concerned, 
the ambiguities reside, not in her role, but in the details of 
-
the evils she encounters" (Internal story evidence will prove 
that James fulfilled his intentions,,) The smbiguitles are a 
oonsoious offshoot, as he himself acknowledges, of his method 
of impressionistic E!:dumbration. James, too, intends her intui-
tions, her interpretations of her sensations, to be extraordina-
rily sharp and intelligent, but never super-human and unoonvin-
oing. James's method is not a deliberate trick to oatch the 
unwary I'eader in a. trap, but only his [Ileana of rendering the 
reader's imagination fertilely active, attentive. 
(2) The evils in the story are £!.!l, and &'1""$ caused by 
ghosts. The oriEinal anecdote from which James developed his 
story pictu~es ghosts corrupting children. James, too, expres-
ses his intent to write about ghost~ who are "agents of evil" 
in The Turn, He classifies both the a.necdote and the story as 
--
ghost-stopies. He prefers to employ the traditional ghost to 
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the "psyohio" €~ost p~eoisely because the t~aditional ghost is 
mo~e the agent, the cause of evils. James does not want to w~ite 
a "psychle case .... study. f. The gove~n&ss Is to serve as an obse~ve~, 
a perceiver of the evils in the story, reeo~ding he~ impressions 
elea~ly, but wonderlng about and questioning them In her inter-. 
pretation of them. She is given "authority,· not In order to 
deceive the reader, but to bear hlm eredible testlmony. 
(3) The characterization of the gove~ness is not James's 
main concern because the co~ruption of chl1d~en by ghosts !! 
his main eonee~. This is proved most indisputably by his ~e­
ma~ks that the gove~ess 1s insuffioiently characterized to be 
the cente~ of inte~est in the sto~y, that he is employing her 
Fine Cent~al Consciousness me~ely as a compositional center, bu~ 
not as the story-center 1n ru. ~. 
Thus, James has lett no doubt whateve~ about his explicit 
creative intentions. His own interpretation of The Turn is in-
--
contestably not the halluoination interpretation. It may be 
questioned how proponents of the halluoination theory have been 
able to misrepresent him as contributing external evidence to 
thei~ position. Although their quotations from James reveal 
an apparent familiarity with the Prefaoe to ~ ~, yet for 
one reason or another they have Significantly negleoted to ac-
oount for the Preface in its entirety, they have not attempted 
to relate it organically to the oontext of his other Prefaces, 
they have omitted an investigation of his important Notebooks 
• 
and his oorrespondence. There may be some excuse for this un-
fortunate negligenoe. Some of the oritics may be so preocoupied 
with the resident aesthetio elements 1n a pieoe of literature 
that they approaoh external doouments indifferently, almost oare-
lessly--if they approaoh them at all--and tend only to seleot 
passages seemingly confirmatory of their interpretations pre-
established from internal evidenoe. Again, other critics may 
approaoh the external evidenoe with a muoh more oonsoientious 
sensa of soholarship, but may laok the aptitude, the stamina, 
or the sustaining interest indispensable to delving thoroughly 
into aocessory doouments. James's Prefaces, for example, have 
prompted at least one Jamesian soholar to admit: "Deeply in-
teresting as they are, few but professional students would have 
the hardihood and pertinacity to make their way through these 
soattered considerations, to view them in oonneotion with the 
stories themselves, and, from the whole, to put together some 
oonneoted aooount of the aimS and method of our author." 
68Beaoh, !h! _Me_t_h_o~d, p. 2. 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSION 
James, therefore, intended to portray :Ules and Flora as 
aotually haunted and oorrupted by the ghosts of The Turn of the 
................................... -----
Sorew. Consequently, he wanted to oonvinoe the reader that 
the governess' aooount of their exposure is authentio. It 1s no 
surprise then that he wrote oertain passages into the story it-
self whioh admit of one interpretation alone: ghosts haunted and 
oorrupted the children. However, as noted before, there are 
numerous passages in !h! ~ whioh may be read ambiguously. 
They do not prove oonolusively that the governess t story is 
authentio--nor, for that matter, do they prove that she 1s a 
liar. 
Since the purpose of the present ohapter is but to uncover 
passages that verify--alone and without ambiguity--the inter-
pretation already established from external evidence, it may 
seem poor critical strategy to study any of the ambiguous pas-
sages at all. However, proponents of the halluoination theory 
have insisted on treating some ambiguous passages as if they 
were very ~ambiguous. In faot, the strongest positive argu-
10 
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menta suppovting their Freudian interpretation rest upon three 
groups ot ambiguous textual passages. If these paasages oan 
be proved suffioiently ambiggous, the Freudians will require 
further determining evidence to ostablish a oonolusive position. 
First, there is the question of the Freudian sexual imagery 
1n the story. The reader might be interested in a representa-
tive list of these symbols. Artist Demuth originally selected 
four soenes tor his illustrations, with the following legends: 
(1) "I oan see • • • the way • • • his hand • • • passed from 
one orenelation to the next.tI (2) "They moved slowly, in 
unison, below us, over the lawn, the boy, as they went, reading 
aloud from a story-boOk, and passing his arm round his sister 
to keep her quite in touoh. 1t (3) nShe had pioked up a small 
flat piece of wood, whioh happened to have in it a little hole 
that had evidently suggested to her the idea of sticking in 
another fragment that might figure as a mast and make the thing 
a boat." (Flora at the lake.) (4) "Did I steal?" (Miles, in 
the final interview with the govemess.>l Edmund Wilson .men-
tions, besides these four details, "the tact that the male ap-
parition first appears on a tower and the temale apparition on 
lWoltt; pp. 1-2. Wolff describes Demuth's pictures. No 
exact references to the text of The Turn are given in his listln 
of the legends. The first is a descrrption of Quint's move-
ments in his initial apparition on the tower. 
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a lake,u2 the governess' complex loves, first for her employer 
and then for the little boy, and her unwillingness to trouble 
her employer over the matter of the apparitions for fear that he 
would think she had attempted to attract his attention to her own 
slighted charms. R.L. Wolff, although an opponent of the hal-
lucination theory, oites other passages he believes susoeptible 
of a Freudian interpretation: "Flora whom • • • r had established 
1n the schoolroom with a sheet of white paper, a pencil and a 
copy of nice 'round O's,' now presented herself to view at the 
open door." When Miles and the governess are left alone at 
dinner, they are tfsilent while the maid was with us--as Silent, 
it whimsically oocurred to me, as some young couple who, on 
their wedding-journey, at the inn, feel shy in the presence ot 
the watter.") 
What is to be said of these Freudian symbols and hidden 
sexual meanings? First of all, the symbols them.selves--round 
ots, a tower, a lake, two pieces of wood, oertain suggestive 
metaphors, etc.--are the decoration of the story and not the 
story itself'. They oo.m.e from the subconsoious mind of HenI7 
James, who mayor may not have been oonsoious of their sexual 
s1gnificance. Are the Freudians suggesting that James actually 
antioipated Freud? Or, if unaware of these symbols. Freudian 
2Wilson, ~riple Thinkers, p. 125. 
3Novel~, XII, 167, 296. Quoted in Wolff, p.2. 
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meaning, is he unconsciousl: revealing experiences in his own 
sex life or in that of the governess? Furthermore, if the gov-
erness' testimony is trustworthy, even its adumbrated reoord 
seems to hint that Quint and Miss Jessel oommitted fornication, 
and that Quint very likely had established some sort of homo-
sexual relationship with Miles. Jam.es's conscious intel1igenoe 
may well have been making a great work of art out of an exoep-
tional1y sordid story; some unresolved elements lingering in 
the unconsoious mie~t consequently have found their resolution 
in the imagery. and have added to the total atmosphere of evil.4 
~, then, is ambiguity. !h! ~ts sexual imagery gives nc 
oonclusive proof of the hal1uoina.tion theory. What, however, of 
the apparent love affair between the governess and the maste~ 
This is the second ambiguity whieh the Freudians interpret 
unambiguously to support their position. The governess is oer-
tainly addmitted to have been in love with her master. Douglas 
speaks of this faot even betore he begins reading her manuscript 
However, it is significant that the governess speaks outright 
about hett love trom the veI7 beginning. She says to Mrs. Grose 
after first meeting he:r, '*I'm rather easily cattried away_ I was 
oarried away in Londonl" Mrs. Grose takes this in, and asks, 
48ee Liddell, Treatise, pp. 144-145. After discussing the 
Freudian imagery, he oonoludes: "[i]t is only another illustra-
tion of the way everything sometimes works together for good 
when a novelist is produoing a great novel. tt 
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"In Ha~ley Street?" "In Ha~ley St~eet,U says the gove~ness. 
"Well, Miss," say-s Mrs. Grose, ttyoutre not the first-wand you 
wontt be the last. uS Again, the governess aoknowledge this love 
as one of the chief motives that inspire her oourage. til now saw 
that I had been asked for a service admirable and diffioult; and 
there would be a greatness in letting it be seen--oh in the right 
quarterl .... ·that I could suoceed where many another girl might 
have fai1ed. n6 The ttright quarter," is, of course, Ha~ley stree 
When the panio-strioken Mrs. G~ose suggests that the gove~ness 
write the master for help, the governess will have none of it. 
lfyou see me asking him for a visit,?" she says. Mrs. Grose, sure-
ly, could not imagine "his derision, his amusement, his contempt 
tor the breakdown of my resignation at being left alone and for 
the fine machinery- I had set in motion to attraot his attention 
to my slighted charms. She didntt know--no one knew--how proud 
I had been to serve him and to stiok to our teI'ms •••• n7 
Wilson and the other Freudians would have the g~verness 8ufferin 
psyohopathioally of a repressed passion for her master. But the 
stOI"Y, on the oontrary, does not portray- this passion as re-
pressed; heI" feelings are ever in the open, and she speaks even 
5Novels, XII, 162. 
6lbid., 199. 
7lbid., 239-240. 
-
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gaily about them. The reader is actually never led to believe 
this relationship developed into anything further than a school ... 
girlish crush. Nevertheless, why should James have emphasized 
the governess' fascinated devotion to the master? It is not 
neoessary to conclude that he wanted her to have some exouse for 
halluoinations. More probably, as some oritics have suggested, 
he wanted somehow to motivate her acceptance ot a peouliarly 
difficult governess' position, and, espeoially, to explain her 
stubborn refusal to call in the master, to over-ride his ir-
responsible wish not to be bothered. S This young woman was to 
experience the .Illost dreadful horrors; acoordingly, she must have 
some very plausible motive to continue faoing them alone with 
the reader until the very end of the story. Her love for the 
master, then, may be ambiguously interpreted--althougb. it more 
readily admits ot a Qompositional explanation than a pathologi-
oal one. 
The third principal argument the Freudians allege to dis-
credit the governess' testimony and to. prove hallucinations is 
the faot of her extreme youth, inexperience, and impressionabi-
lity. Yet, in the Prologue to !a! ~, Douglas, a middle-aged 
gentleman, seems to give her the proper credentials to speak 
authoritatively: "She was a most charming person •• • • She was 
the most agreeable woman I.va ever known in her position; she'd 
SReed, pp. 411-4+8; Heilman, pp. 436-437. 
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have been worthy of any whatever. • •• [S]he struck me as aw-
fully clever and nice. • •• I liked her extremely and am glad 
to this day to think she liked me too. f1 • • • He later pictures 
her hesitation about accepting the job at Bly: "She was young, 
untried, nervous: it was a vIsion of serious duties and little 
company, of really great 10nelinesa.,,9 Mr. Edel, however, care ... 
fully examines the time-scheme implioit in Douglas' remarks, and 
decides: 
This means that Douglas must have been eighteen or perhaps 
twenty when he ha:3. oompleted his seoond year at the univer-
sity; and the governess, ten years older, would be about 
thirty when Douglas met her and found her 'nIce.' And the 
meeting was ten years after the events described 1n her 
manuscript. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The time-sOheme 1s extremely important in this story. It 
establishes, for one thing, that Douglas's testimony is 
based on the personality of the governess as it was ten 
years after the events of the story. By that time we can 
presume she had learned the ways of the world. We are ex-
plioitly told that at twenty she knew little of the world; 
she had emerged from a cloistered HampshIre vioarage, the 
youngest of several daughters of a poor and--as she de-
soribes him--eooentric country parson. The narrative it-
self emphasizes her rustioity and unworldliness: she had 
never seen herself in a full-length mirror; she had never 
read a novel (and at Ely she reads Fieldingts Amelia whioh 
has the word 'ra~el and the word 'adultery' on Its first 
page). • •• [Sjhe must make her own deoisions and may not 
communioate with her employer. These are oiroumstances 
enough to make for nervousness and anxiety in a young girl 
taking her first job. In effect she has jumped from a hum-
ble parsonage to the role of mistress ot a country hOUfB 
and to vicarious motherhood of two beautiful children. 
9Novels, XII, 149-150, 155. 
lOEdel, The PSYCh010~ioal Novel, Pp. 60 ... 61. Edelts own ob-
servation aboUt tIle firs page of Amelia is typical Edelian 
sleuthing. 
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Nevertheless. the fact that Douglas knew the governess ten 
years after the events of the story can lead the reader to draw 
conclusions from the time-scheme exactly contrary to those of 
Mr. Edel's. To Douglas, she shows no obvious signs of mental 
deterioration or inst~bility ten years after the events. On 
the contrary, as Douglas looks back at her, he acknowledges she 
charmed him so thorougbly that he in no way repudiates or quali-
fies his youthful feeling for her. The Freudians would have 
the governess frighten Miles to death. Suoh a dangerously 
neurotio womanwould seem to have been olose to oriminal insani-
ty. In the intervening ten years after this experienoe, it is 
quite diffioult to imagine any possible oure that could oblit-
erate all traces of ~uch a mental oondition. Yet, James, on 
the other hand, makes sure her character is suffioiently sane 
and accredited by presenting her as a oh~ing person of good 
breeding after her experience (in Douglas' capable estimate), 
and before har experIence (the taot of her youth, innocence, re-
spectable family background, etc.). Most probably, James makes 
her young, sensitive, inexperienoed precisely in order to have 
her vibrate the more intensely to manifestations of evil around 
her; in order to have her win the more sympathy ot readers. Be-
sides, by having the governess record her story some years atter 
the events had happened, he gives her a chanoe to weigh her 
evidence objeotively and at the same time removes the likelihood 
that hor data were the product of emotional hysteria. ll The 
fact of the governess t youth and inexperience, and the faot 
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that Douglas knew her ten years after the events of her story, 
therefore, can be ~nbiguously interpreted either as disorediting 
or fW'ther aoorediting her testimony. 
Thus, one oan sidestep these ambiguities--the sexual aym· 
bols, the governess' love affair with her employer, the pos .. 
sible latent implioations in Douglas' remarks--and examine the 
really conolusive internal evidenoe in The Turn. Certainly, 
--
the most deoisively ~ambiguous passage in the whole story and 
the one which has most disturbed the proponents of the hallu-
cination theory is the governess' detailed description of Peter 
Quint to Mrs. Grose. 
It w111 be remembered that up to the moment of her encoun-
ter, the governess has never heard of Quint. The first time she 
sees him at a distanoe on the tower, she sees him clearly enough 
to realize he is unknown to her. The next time she sees him at 
olose quarters and takes in every deta1l of his appearance. 
Atter this apparition, she reports her exper1ence for the first 
time to Mrs. Grose.. "What's he like?" asks Mrs. Grose. 
'I've been dying to tell you. But hets like nobody.' 
tNobody?' she echoed. 
'He has no hat. t 'rhen seeing in her fa.ce that she al-
ready, in this, with a deeper dismay, found a touch of pic-
11 4 See Reed, p. 19. 
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ture, I quickly added stroke to stroke. tHe has red hair, 
very red, olose-curling, and a pale faoe, long in shape, 
with straight good features a.nd little rather queer whis-
kers that a.re as red as his hair. His eyebrows are some-
how darker; they look partioularly arched and as if they 
might move a good deal. His eye s are shaI'p, strange--aw-
fully; but I only Itnow olearly that they're rather small 
and very fixed. His mouth's wide, and his lips are thin, 
and except for his little whiskers he l a quite clean-shaven. 
He gives me a sort of sense of looking like an aotor.' 
tAn actorl' It was impossible to resemble one less, 
at least, than Mrs. Grose at that moment. 
IItve never seen one, but so I suppose them. He's 
tall, aotive, el~ot" I continued, 'but never--no, never' 
--a gentlemen. I 
Before the governess is half-way through her desoription, Mrs. 
Grose has identified the person described as Peter QUint, the 
dead valet. The governess has given a sufficiently specific 
description. There is no hesitation in Mrs. Grosets identifi-
oation: this is a de3cription of Quint. The governess conttnues 
giving details of the apparition and .mentions his clothes: 
tfThey're smart, but they'ro not his own. rI Mrs. Grose breaks 
out into a breathless affirmative groan. "TheY're the master'sS" 
She then tells how Quint frequently used to make free with the 
master's olothes when still alive. 13 
Edmund Wilson, of all the proponents of the halluoination 
theory, struggles most vigorously with this Whole passage, and 
eventually deoides that the person wearing the master's olothes 
must oertainly be the master himself. The neurotio governess 
l2Novels, XII, 190-191. 
1.3 Ibid., 191-192. 
-
has conjured up an image of her lover-master. "~~en we look 
ba.ck we find that the master's appearance ha.s never been de-
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scribed at all: we have merely been told that he was thandsome.-
It Is impossible for us to know how much the ghost resembles the 
master--oertainly the governess would never tell us. H14 
Wilson's odd supposition would have James spoofing the 
reader with the most L~plausible and the most intrioately con-
cealed coinoidence$. Furthermore, it there had been a ny possi-
bility of oontusing the two men, Mrs. Grose would most certain-
ly have thought first e·f the living master, rather than of 
QUint, who had to return from the dead! Is the governess de-
scribing an halluoination of the master in suoh detail to Mrs. 
Grose that Mrs. Grose reoognizes him instantly and absolutely 
as the dead valet? No, in this one deoisive passage, it seems 
sate to oonclude that the hallucination theory most unambigu-
ously collapses.1S 
It is true, of oourse, that only the governess ever sees 
the ghosts. Yet, g;hosts have had the customary privilege 
throughout literature of notoriously appearing to one person 
without being seen by the others present. Mrs. Grose, for one, 
never sees the ghosts, and she expresses initial doubts as al-
l~Vilson, Triple Thinkers, p. 126. 
15see Waldock, pp. 332-333. 
most every new crisis arises. Yet" srle always comes to trust 
in her- friend f s testimony. fl.'he governess herself fef:.trs the 
g..l-).osts are halluoi:latio!ls a.'1d makes I\!rs. Grose the testing-ground 
of' her sanity: !fShe believed :n6, I 'was sure, absolutely: if' she 
hadn't I don't know what would haye beoom.e of :l1e, for r couldn't 
have borne the strain alone.,,16 Mrs. Grose, as her allegorioal 
name If;lplles, is "a magnificent monument to the blessing of a 
want of imagination. tt11 It she believes, then surely the gover-
-
ness has no l"eason to fear hc.l1uoinations. She feels assllrod 
';A/hen Ml"S. Grose 1f1i'll.;lnt elll the way ';';lith me as to its being beyond 
doubt that I had seen exactly what I had soen. I found that to 
keep her thoroughly in the grip of this I had only to ask her 
how, if" I had tl':!lade it up,' I came to be able to give, of eaoh 
of the persons appearing to me, a. pictur(~ disclosing, to the 
last detail, the:!.r speoial marks--a portrait on the 6.1"Jl1bition 
of whlc~ she had instantly reoognised and named them. n18 Thus, 
the governess' detailed desoription seems to herself irrefutable 
proof that she is on the rig.b.t track; it oeems suf2icient evi-
dence to convinoe the unimaginative, doubting Mrs. Grose, but 
not to convinoe Wilson, Be~'1ley, .Edel, and the other Freudians. 
16Novels, XII 230 
... '" 
l1Ibid. 
-18 Ibid., 209. 
scribes Miss Jessel 
tails are too vague 
scribing Quint, she 
See pp. 203-208, where t~1e ;!;overness de-
to ~~s. Grose tor the first time. The de-
and general to prove that here, as in de-
oould desoribe Uto the last detaIl." 
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A t last, !lrs. Grose discovers more tangible proofs of the 
governess' intuitions, and reveals them to her without any sug-
gestive badgering from her. Flora, after the final incident 
at the lake, has refused to see the governess and raves about 
her to HI's. GX'oSth The latter runs to the governess: "It 11 
go--I f ll 80. I'll go this morning_ • •• I've heard--t From 
that ohlld--horrors. • • • About you, Miss--sinoe you must have 
it. Itts beyond everything, for a 10ung lady; and I oan't think 
Wherever she must have pioked up--" The governess gasps with 
relief, "It so justifies mel" And HI's. Grose says, "It ~ 
thtlt, IU:3s1 1t19 Where has Flora picl<::ed up the appalling lan-
tiuaGe? Marius 3ev/ley, for one, thinks 1. t is the gover-ness who 
has taught Flora this language, who has finally sucoeeded in 
corrupting her, thoroughly immersing her in hor O\i)'n guilty 
20 
version or life. Yet nowhere in the story has James giv~n 
evidence for this assertion, While, on the other hand, he 1s 
very explicit about definite sources of evil outside the gover-
ness' mind. 
It is ~ 1h.!. £overness .2illl 1!!:!. Grose who reveals the tor-
mer activities of the Quint-Jessel regime at B1y. At first, 
she attempts to hide all irregularities of' the former servants 
19Ibld., 289-290. 
20B6<l!ley, Con;elex ~; pp. 136-137. 
6) 
fo~ fear of frightening the governess away, but under pressure 
she admits that there was a liaison between the two of them, 
and that they had both died under mysteriOUS ciroumstanoes. 
The man and Miles, the woman and Flora had been "too close." 
M11es had frequently told 11&s.21 There 18 the objective fact 
of Miles1s dismissal from school, and the mysterious reasons he 
himself later alleges to the governess. He admits to her, too, 
that he has stolen. All these facts are real evils--and some 
of them serious s1n8--existlng outside the mind of the gover-
ness. 
Nevertheless, the Freudians would have no evils and hor-
rors 1n the story except those the governess herself has caused. 
Mr. Edel. for example, observes: "The life she describes at Bly 
is serene enough outwardly: the servants are obedient and de-
voted to their master and the children. The children are on 
the whole well behaved at B1y--and sufficiently normal to in-
dulge in a measure of mischief. It is the governess who sees 
ghosts and reads sinister meanings 1nto everything around her. 
It is she who subjects the children to a psychologioal harass-
ment that in the end leads to Flora's hysteria and Miles's 
death."22 Whom is the reader to be11eve, ~~. Edel or Mrs. Grose? 
2180e Novels, XII, 213-215 • 
• 
Mrs. Grose says clearly that muoh evil has oocurred long betore 
the governess so much as arrives at Bly. The former life at 
Bly was not "serene," nor were the servants "obedient and de-
voted to their master" unless the reader is supposed to suspect 
the master of conniving at their oruel perversion of his niece 
and nephew. 
This "measure of mischief" in which the children indulge 
is large indeed! A convinoing proof of their lack of innooence 
1s their stubbox-n secrecy even about the existenoe ot their for-
mer fx-iends. The children will not name them. Certainly, the 
governess might reasonably be suspicious that the ohildren are 
trying to throw her off the scent. Mrs. Grose has a vivid record 
of past evil in her memory, at her first hearing of Flora's 
filthy language. The mask of surface innocence has fallen from 
the little girl'S face. Here is even more visible proof for 
Mrs. Grose that the children have been oorrupted by Quint and 
Miss Jessel. She conoludes that the governess t story is thor-
oughly "justified." Neither readers nor Mrs. Grose have ever 
!!!B the ghosts, but they both have sufficient evidence to Jus-
tifz the "authority" of the governess. 
or course, it is possible to undermine the veraoity of the 
governess. testimony from beginning to end of the story. In 
faot, it would be muoh more oonsistent of some of the Freudians 
to have done so, rather than impugn merely one or two items in 
her testimony. The reader must either acoept her "authority" 
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entirely or reject it entirely. :F'or example, when she narz-ates 
the oandle inoident that ooours 1n Milests room, she says there 
oame suddenly "an extraordinary blast and chill, a gust of fro-
zen air and a shake of the room as great as if, in the wild 
wind, the casement had crashed in. • •• I jumped to my feet . 
again and was conscious of darkness. So for a moment we re .... 
main~d, while I stared about me and saw the drawn ourtains un-
stirred and the Window still tight. n23 
Of this passage, Wilson says, ftHe:re, howevor, occurs the 
only detail which is not readIly susceptible of double explana-
tion: the governess has!!!! a tgust of frozen air' and yet sees 
that the window is 'tight.' Are we to suppose she merely fan-
cied that she felt It?~24 Wilson, of course, because he has de-
cided to cling to his hallucination theory, would choose to deny 
that she felt what she says she felt. This is to deny in one 
passage--as Wilson is aware--the validity, not only of her in-
terpretations of phenomena, but of her very reco~ of the pheno. 
mena. Furthermore, her reoord must be 1.m.pugned even once again. 
The governess has used the name of Miss Jessel for the first 
time before fr'lora. by the lake. Immedia.tely atter this final epi-
sode by the lake, she insists tha.t the two children be kept a-
23Novels, XII, 267. 
24Wilson, Tri2l! Thinkers, pp. 127-128. 
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part, and that Flora be oontined. The governess reoords that 
she questioned Mrs. Grose if she has at all allowed the ohild-
ren to meet. nAh, Miss, fl !drs. Grose assures her, *'Itm not suoh 
a tool as that' It I've been obliged to leave her three or 
tour times, it has been eaoh time with one of the maids, and 
at present, though she's alone, she's locked in safe." Yet, 
in the final soene between the governess and Miles, the gover-
ness shrieks at the apparition in the window, and Miles cries, 
rtIs she ~?t125 F1nally, she leads him on to utter Quintta 
name. EVidently, Miles realizes the governess has Miss Jessel 
on her mind. Nevortheless, the reader has both Mrs. Grose's word 
and that of the governess that Flora oould not have told Miles 
about the governess' use of Miss Jesaelts name by the lake. 
Consequently, Miles must have known the identity of the appari .... 
tions all through the story. Wilson tries to explain this both-
ersome passage as follows: "He has, in spite of the governess's 
eftorts, sucoeeded in seeing his sister and has heard from her 
of the inoident at the lake. u26 Here, Wilson attaoks the gover-
ness. very reoord of her sensations a seoond time. 
It the reader Is to reject the governess' testimony in 
25Novels, XII, 288, 308-309. 
26w11son, Triple Thinkers, p. 129-
omitted to mentIon how the reader is to 
spontaneous use oJ' Suint's name and his 
he, too, may be present. The governess 
name before either of the ohildren. 
Wilson, however, has 
aooount tor Miles's 
apparent belief that 
has never used this 
these two passages, he is seriously undermining her Rautho~lty,ft 
and, consequently, opening the way for a oomplete dissolution 
of the story that leaves no dependable facts whatever for in-
vestigation. If the governess is a pathological liar, as Bew-
ley would have her be, and she is the ~eader's only wItness. 
then who is to decide when she is telling 11es and when she is 
not? Perhaps her entire experience at Bly 1s a lie; perhaps 
she never even left home; perhaps she is not a governess at all, 
but the wolf in Little Ii!! RldIns-!!2..2!! wearing a new disguise. 
Thus, there is nothing lett of !2! ~ 2! !h! Screw, onoe the 
Freudians begIn disorediting the governess' testimony. 
The hallucination interpretation, moreover, not on11 dis-
torts the materials of the story. It reduoes James's magni-
ficent art to the level of a sophistioated toy. Six months atter 
the first publioation of The Turn, James himself could refer to 
--
it slightingly as "e. very mechanioal matter, I honestly think--
an inferior, a merely Qictorial, subjeot and rather a shameless 
pot-boiler. ,,21 It must be remembered, of course, that James 
was rather piqued that his reading public should acclaim so 
enthusiastically a tiny endeavor like ~~, and yet spurn 
his larger, rl'lore significant masterpieces. Nevertheless, James 
radioally ohanged his estimate of !h! ~ when he oame to write 
27Letters, I, 300-301. (Letter to F.W.H. Myers, Deoember 
19, 1898.) 
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its Prefaoe ten years later. There, he eulogizes his aocomplish ... 
ment with great enthusiasm. However, the Freudians approach 
!h! ~ in agreement with Jamests less mature judgment. In 
their hands, it beoomes indeed "a very mechanioal matter," an 
elegantly wrought little oross-word puzzle, a commonplace olin-
ioal record punctuated with sly sexual undertones. Iron1cally, 
the Preudians believe they are giving stature to an otherwise 
superfioial ghost-story.28 The governess,for example, beoomes 
to Marius Bewley a type of the pathological l1a1'--an excellent 
illustration of what James often depicted in his fiction: "the 
very substanoe of sooiety as so perverted and wnrped that an 
apparent lie, 1n such a oontext, is often the shortest way to 
truth, and what looks like truth is often the most egregious 
lie. "29 The signifioant title of the ohapter 1n which Bewley 
discusses The Turn is ttAppearanoe and Reality in Henry James. II 
--
Nevertheless, there is the faot of the children's moral 
oorruption at the hands of their E~ost-friends, a faot which 
has now been sufficiently established by an examination of evi-
dence both external and internal to the story. Is not James 
28See Wilson, Triple Thinkers, p. 131. Unless his own 
interpretation is accepted, Wilson thinks l1the story, on any 
other hypotheSis, would be, so far as I remember, the only 
thing James ever wrote which did not have some more or less 
serious point." 
29Bawley, Complex ~, p. 136. 
depicting here the moral oonflict between "appearance and reali-
ty" in much more profound terms than Bewley believes? There 
is no conflict between what the governess saw and what she re-
ports she saw. lJ'he conflict between appearance and real 1 ty in 
the governess t testimony 1s purely an imaginary one, as has 
been indisputably demonstrated. Yet, there is still the muoh 
more appalling conflict between appearanoe and reality!!! Miles 
~ Flora, between their outward innooence and their inward 
oorrupt1on. The more a~~arent innooenoe James could portray 
in them, the more ghastly and the more tragic would seem the 
realitl of their moral oorruption when it was disoovered by 
the governess. 30 For example, the governess sees nothing but 
purity and innooenoe in h~r first meeting with little ;'~iles: 
I was a little late on the soene of his arrival, and I 
felt, as he stood wistfully looking out for me before the 
door of the i~~ at which tha coach had put him down, that 
I had seen him on the instant, without and within, in the 
great glow of freshness, the same positive fragrance of 
purity, in whioh I had from the first moment seen his lit-
tle sister. He was incredibly beautIful, and }b's. Grose 
had put her finger on it: everything but a sort of pas-
8ion of tend.erness for hIm was swept away by his presenoe. 
What I then and there took him to my heart for was some-
thiqg divine that I have never found to the same degree 
1n any ohild--his indesoribable little air of knowing no-
thing in the world but love.) 
The irony of the final words is dreadful when the reader 
latex' realizes what love, the "love,t between Miles and Peter 
-
JOsee Evans, pp. 186-187, for a development of this inter-
pretation. 
31Novels, XII, 111. 
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Quint must have Vll'OUg..."lt in the boyt s soul. This is the m.oving 
theme of The rrurn of the .screw: the corruption of innocence • 
........................... ----......--. 
The beauty and innocence of Miles and Plo~a, when tiledr charac-
tel"S are interpreted in the story as James intended them to be 
interpreted, is noth::ng but a lli" one that 1s distressing, 
horrityi~. 
Thus, much ruore than a more tealmioa.l I1pot-boilert! or a 
clinical case-history, more than a mere study of the consum-
mately successful use of compOSitional intensity and impres-
sionism, ;rhe 'l'urn of the Screw need not teel dwarfed beside 
........... -------- ................ 
such noble shelf-companions as ~ l:4aisie ~, Ia! Spoil~ .2! 
Pomton, Daisl Miller, Bnd many of the chortsr tales--all of 
( 
which so trlwnphantly fulfill the desire Henry Ja~lles once ex-
pressed Itthat the literal"'Y heritage, such as it is, poor thing, 
that I may leave, shull consist of a large number of p~rfect 
short things, nouvelles, and tales, illustrative of ever so many 
things in life--in the life I see and kno\v and feel--and of all 
the deep and the delicate--and of London, and of art, und ot 
everrthing: and that they shall be fine, rare, strong, wiaa--
eventually perhaps even recognized"u32 
32:Notebooks, p. 101. 
, 
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APPENDIX 
A TOPICAL ABSTRACT OF THE PREFACE TO 
THE TURN OF THE SCREW1 
............. .........-- ................................. -
(1) The Turn, a full-blown flower of high fanev, has per-
fect homogeneity throughout. 
(2) The original aneodote itself and the oonditions under 
whioh James first heard it. Occasion: the telling of ghost-
stories. Objections to the mere modem" "psyohioal" case-history 
type of ghost-story. The effect of the hostts story was wrapped 
up in its remoteness, thinness. What James retained of the 
anecdote. 
(3) Decision of James to use this aneodote. The merit of 
using it: writing would be a perfeot exeroise of the free, un-
assisted imagination. No trite patterns would hamper the imagi-
nation of the author. 
(4) What is The Turn? A fairy-tale, pure and simple. Yet, 
--
the credulity is conscious and cultivated, not artless. 
(5) Two types of the fairy-tale are the short aneodote type, 
and the long and loose type. Examples. 
lNovels, XII, xiv-xxii. 
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(6) Why is the shorter type more successful? The longer 
type will succeed aa well if it is oompos1tionally unified, 
round. 
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(1) Paradox met in composing !h!~: permit the imagina ... 
tion to work freely, yet with control. Aim at Singleness and 
clearness of effect, yet permit tree improvisation. 
(8) ~ ~ts merit: it struggled successfully with its 
dangers. It has the length of the long and loose type of falry-
tale, yet has the anecdotal compactness of Blue-Beard and Cin-
- -
derella. 
(9) It 1s a piece ot ingenuity to enchant a sophisticated 
audience. 
(10) Its tone: one of suspected and felt trouble. 
(11) A problem: make the narrator's record clear, fine, 
beautiful, yet make her telling of it mystifying, tense. 
(12) A reproach trom an inattentive reaaer: James dId not 
suffioiently characterize the governeaa. 
(13) James's answer: be selective of difficulties. One 
must solve the important ones, and intelligently neglect the 
others. 
(14) A problem: make her reoord crIstalline, but not her 
interpretation. James wants to keep her own character in the 
background, yet invest her with ttauthority." 
(15) Vi.hy does this piece ot fiction most appeal to considera-
tion? Its choice ot its way of meeting its gravest difticulty. 
(16) Less grave difficulties.. For example, James had to 
reject the "psychical n ghost. Reasons for his rejection. His 
ghosts must be agents. The central idea in his story: the 
ghosts' desire and ability to cause evil, and their described 
success. 
(17) James wants pure romance, and, consequently, will employ 
ghosts of the legendary, traditional type, not "psychioal" 
ghosts. 
(18) The ghosts helped James to express his subject direotly 
and intensely. Most of his art went into his handling 01' the 
ghoats. 
(19) The essenoe of the matter: give the ghosts a villainy 
01' motive, make them oapable of portentous evil. However, keep 
the evil unspeoified. 
(20) Dangers of specifying the evil. 
(21) Make the haunting pair oapable of everything. Every-
thing? In such a case, there is no absolute 01' wrong. 
-- . 
It is 
a matter of relative appreoiation, speculation, imagination. 
(22) Make the reader's vision of evil intense, and do not 
specify the evil: this solves the problem. Make the reader 
think the evil and there is no need of weak specifications 01' 
this evil. 
(23) From beginning to end of ~ Turn, the values 01' this 
evil are all blanks. Eaoh reader supplies his own specifica-
tion trom his imagination. 
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(24) Some readers have filled in the blanks, and have dis-
oovered indeoency in Ih!~. They point an aoousing finger 
at the author, who is innooent of their oharges. 
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